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Course Description:
The Geotechnical Subsurface Exploration for Roadways
course satisfies five (5) hours of professional development.
The course is designed as a distance learning course that
details essential guidelines and methods for subsurface
explorations in roadway design.
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The primary objective of this course is to enable the student
to understand the essentials of subsurface explorations with
a comprehensive overview including site preparation,
sampling methods, types of testing and methods, as well as
standard guidelines and recommendations.
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Students must achieve a minimum score of 70% on the
online quiz to pass this course. The quiz may be taken as
many times as necessary to successful pass and complete
the course.
A copy of the quiz questions are attached to last pages of
this document.
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SUBSURFACE EXPLORATIONS
To perform properly, a structure must interact favorably with the soil on which it rests. The
modern geotechnical specialist, who often must build in areas that were considered too poor to
build upon a few years ago, must be well versed in the fundamentals of soil mechanics. This
knowledge will be used in the design of structural foundations and earthworks to answer the
following questions. Will settlements be excessive? Can the structure tolerate settlements?
Will the proposed foundation type perform better than another type? Can the foundation soils
safely support the imposed embankment or footing loads? Will the proposed cut or fill slopes
have adequate stability? Are the foundation and earthwork designs cost-effective?
The engineer should have adequate knowledge of the subsurface conditions at a site before
attempting to answer these questions. A site- and project-specific subsurface model must
be developed for the cost-effective engineering design of a facility. Figure 1-1 shows a
flow chart that identifies a recommended process for developing a subsurface
model for engineering design. The investment of a few tens of thousands of dollars in
a systematic approach as outlined in Figure 1-1 could result in design and
construction savings of hundreds of thousands of dollars by preventing costly failures or
overly conservative designs.
The process shown in Figure 1-1 is logical and is generally followed on many projects. In
many cases, however, old “rules-of-thumb” and “status quo” approaches can result in an
unconscious “by-passing” of critical steps. In particular, selection of the correct tests to
determine the relevant engineering properties, the interpretation of the results of those tests,
and summarization of data are often poorly performed. Rigorous attention to the
rational process in Figure 1-1 is required to assure efficient and thorough exploration
and testing programs, especially since many projects are fragmented to the extent that
drilling, testing, and design are performed by different parties. This document provides
guidance on all the items presented in Figure 1-1. The three major steps in the flow chart
in Figure 1-1 and the applicable chapters in this document are as follows:
Step 1: Subsurface Exploration and Field Testing
Step 2: Laboratory Testing and Test Interpretation
Step 3: Engineering Design
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Review available subsurface information and develop preliminary model of subsurface conditions
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Figure 1-1. Recommended process for developing subsurface model for engineering
design (FHWA, 2002a).
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1.1

PREPARING FOR SUBSURFACE EXPLORATION

The initial step in any highway project must include consideration of the soil or rock on which
the highway embankment and structures are to be supported. The extent of the site exploration
will depend on many factors, not the least of which will be the project scheduling, general
subsurface conditions, and the nature of the loads to be supported. In any event, certain basic
steps should be followed before exploration equipment is mobilized to the project site. The
first step in the exploration is to collect and analyze all existing data. A review of available
information prior to the field reconnaissance will help establish what to look for at the site. In
the Eighth Rankine Lecture, Glossop (1968) stated the following truism regarding site
exploration: "If you do not know what you should be looking for in a site investigation,
you are not likely to find much of value." For a highway project, basic sources of
geotechnical information should be reviewed to determine landform boundaries and to provide
a basis for outlining the project subsurface exploration program. Those sources and functional
uses are identified in Table 1-1.
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Table 1-1
Sources of historical site data (after FHWA, 2002a)
Source
Utility Maps

Aerial
Photographs

Topographic
Maps

Existing Subsurface
Exploration Report

Geologic Reports and
Maps

Water/Brine Well
Logs

Functional Use
• Identifies buried utility locations
• Identifies access restrictions
• Prevents damage to utilities
• Identifies manmade structures
• Identifies potential borrow source areas
• Provides geologic and hydrological
information which can be used as a
basis for site reconnaissance
• Track site changes over time
• Provides good index map of site area
• Allows for estimation of site
topography
• Identifies physical features in the site
area
• Can be used to assess access
restrictions
• May provide information on nearby
soil/rock type; strength parameters;
hydrogeological issues; foundation
types previously used; environmental
concerns
• Provides information on nearby
soil/rock type and characteristics;
hydrogeological issues, environmental
concerns
• Provide stratigraphy of the site and/or
regional area
• Varied quality from state to state
• Groundwater levels

Geotechnical Subsurface Exploration for Roadways

Location
Local agencies/utility
companies
Local Soil Conservation
Office, United States
Geological Survey (USGS),
local library, local & national
aerial survey companies

Examples
Power line identification prior to an intrusive
exploration prevents extensive power outage,
expensive repairs, and bodily harm
Evaluating a series of aerial photographs may show
an area on site which was filled during the time period
reviewed

USGS, State Geological
Survey

Engineer identifies access areas/restrictions, identifies
areas of potential slope instability; and can estimate
cut/fill capacity before visiting the site

USGS, United States
Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA), State/local
agencies, developers, etc.

A five year old report for a nearby roadway widening
project provides geologic, hydrogeologic, and
geotechnical information for the area, reducing the
scope of the exploration

USGS and State Geological
Survey

A twenty year old report on regional geology
identifies earth fissure rock types (including fracture
and orientation data) and groundwater flow patterns

State Geological
Survey/Natural Resources,
Department of water
resources

A boring log of a water supply well two miles from
the site area shows site stratigraphy facilitating
evaluations of required depth of exploration
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Table 1-1 (Continued)
Sources of historical site data (after FHWA, 2002a)
Source

Flood Insurance
Maps

Soil Survey

Sanborn Fire
Insurance Maps

Functional Use
• Identifies 100 and 500 yr floodplains
near water bodies
• Caution against construction in a
floodplain
• Provide information for evaluation
of scour potential
• Identifies site soil types
• Permeability of site soils
• Climatic and geologic information
• Useful in urban areas
• Maps for many cities are continuous
for over 100 years.
• Identifies building locations and
type
• Identifies business type at a location
(e.g., chemical plant)
• May highlight potential
environmental problems at an urban
site
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Location
Federal Emergency
Management Agency
(FEMA), USGS, state/local
agencies

Examples
Prior to exploration, the flood map shows that the site
is in a 100 yr floodplain and the proposed structure is
moved to a new location

Local Soil Conservation
Service

The local soil survey provides information on nearsurface soils to facilitate preliminary borrow source
evaluation
A 1929 Sanborn map of St. Louis shows that a lead
smelter was on site for 10 years. This information
prevents an exploration in a contaminated area.

State library/Sanborn
Company
(www.sanborncompany.com)
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A necessary part involved in review of existing data is to identify the major geologic processes
that occurred at the project site because this will permit the geotechnical specialist to develop
an understanding of how the local soil and rock formations may have developed. The soil
formation process and consideration of landforms in designs of geotechnical features is
discussed briefly followed by discussions of subsurface exploration programs.
1.1.1

Soil Formations and Landforms

Soils are a result of the weathering of rocks. In general, rocks are classified as igneous,
sedimentary, and metamorphic. Igneous rocks are products of melts (magma) generated an
unknown distance below the earth’s surface. Sedimentary rocks are cemented and/or
compressed materials derived from pre-existing sediments deposited in layers by water or by
air. A metamorphic rock is any rock that originates by a process of change from what it was
previously. Any former igneous, sedimentary, or metamorphic rock can be metamorphosed
(changed) into a new metamorphic rock by an increase in temperature and/or pressure and/or
by reaction with surrounding hot fluids and gases. Regardless of the type of rock, most
weathering takes place near the ground surface. Rock weathering can occur due to
mechanical (physical) and/or chemical processes as follows:
•

Mechanical or physical process refers to the process whereby the intact rock breaks into
smaller fragments. Physical weathering may be caused by expansion resulting from
unloading (e.g., exfoliation or spalling off of the exterior surface of the exposed rock),
abrasion, temperature changes (e.g., freeze/thaw), erosion by wind or rain, crystal
growth (e.g., ice and other crystals such as salt crystals that form as the result of the
capillary action of water containing salts in solution), and organic activity (e.g., forces
exerted by growing plants and roots in voids and crevasses of rock).

•

Chemical process refers to the process whereby the minerals in the rock are altered into
new compounds. Chemical weathering is usually preceded by hydration and hydrolysis
and may be caused by, oxidation (e.g., chemical reaction with rainwater), solution (e.g.,
dissolution of limestone) and/or leaching (e.g., dissolution of the cementing agent in the
rock). Chemical weathering commonly occurs by fluids seeping into the fractures
caused by mechanical (physical) weathering processes. These fluids are chiefly acids
created as rainwater dissolves carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and more carbon
dioxide and organic acids from the soil. Most chemical weathering processes result in
an increase in volume (that causes an increase in stress within the rock mass), lower
density materials (e.g., soils), smaller particle sizes (e.g., clay sizes), and more stable
minerals (that may decrease the rate of chemical weathering).
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The combined effects of the mechanical and chemical weathering processes vary considerably
with climate and the mineralogy of the parent rock. The chemical reactions proceed most
rapidly and completely in humid tropics and subtropics and least effectively in cold or arid
climates (Goodman, 1993). Thus, in the Arctic regions and deserts, the mechanical processes
of physical weathering act virtually alone to gradually breakup the rock into a fractured or
rubbled mass whereas, in the tropics, the two weathering processes work together rapidly first
to break up the rock and then to alter newly exposed rock surfaces during a project’s life.
Once the intact rock is broken into fragments, the rate of weathering depends on the particle
size and the climate. In general, small particles weather at a faster rate than large ones due to
their larger surface area. The weathering processes can result in particle sizes that are not
distinguishable by the naked eye (e.g., colloidal particle size) and can be identified only by
equipment such as electron microscopes. Based on particle size, the principal terms used
by civil engineers to describe soils are gravel, sand, silt and clay. For example, silt and clay
particles are finer than the No. 200 sieve (0.075 mm) and exhibit varying properties in presence
of water.
Soils created by a particular geologic process assume characteristic topographic features, called
landforms, which can be readily identified by the geotechnical specialist. A landform
contains soils with generally similar engineering properties and typically extends irregularly
over wide areas of a project alignment. Early identification of landforms can be used to
optimize the subsurface exploration program. Landforms may be described according to
the method of formation as residual soil landforms or transported soil landforms.
Soils commonly associated with these two types of landforms are briefly described as follows:
1.1.1.1 Residual Soils
A residual soil landform is one that was formed in its present location through weathering
of the parent (or bed) rock. Residual soils tend to be characterized by angular to
subangular particles, mineralogy similar to parent rock, and the presence of large angular
fragments within the overall soil mass. Because residual soil weathers from parent
bedrock, its profile with depth represents a history of the weathering process. Figure
1-2 shows a typical weathering profile for metamorphic and igneous rocks. In Figure 1-2,
the weathering profile is divided into three zones: residual soil, weathered rock, and
unweathered rock. Deere and Patton (1971) present 12 other weathering-profile
classification systems proposed by workers from around the world. Regardless of the
weathering-profile classification, the following are some of the properties for such profiles:
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(a) Metamorphic Rocks

ZONE
Colluvium of other
transported soils;
“pebble marker”
common here

(b) Intrusive Igneous Rocks

ZONE
Colluvium etc.

IA

IA

A horizon

IB
I
Residual
Soil

IB

B horizon

IC
C horizon
(Saprolite)

IIA
Transition
from
Saprolite to
Weathered
Rock

II
Weathered
Rock

IIB
Partly
Weathered
Rock

III
Unweathered
Rock

IC

IIA

IIB

III

Figure 1-2. Typical weathering profile for metamorphic and igneous rocks (Deere and Patton, 1971).
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•

The permeability and shear strength gradually change with depth. These two
parameters control both the amount of rainfall infiltration and the location of the shear
surface when external loads are applied on or in these soils.

•

Soil profile thickness and properties depend upon parent bedrock, discontinuities,
topography, and climate. Because these factors vary horizontally, the profile can vary
significantly over relatively short horizontal distances.

•

Deep profiles form in tropical regions where weathering agents are especially strong
and advanced stages of chemical weathering form cemented soils called laterites. The
technical literature often refers to residual soils as tropical soils.

•

The material in the transitory zone between residual soil and unweathered rock is called
saprolite. Saprolites are generally unsaturated, weakly bonded and heterogeneous soils
with relict joint systems (Lambe, 1996). Saprolites have widely varying void ratios and
widely varying mineralogy and shear strength (Vaughn, et al., 1988).

1.1.1.2 Transported Soils
A transported soil is one that was formed from rock weathering at one location and transported
by some exterior agent to another location. The transporting agent may be water (principal
agent), a glacier, wind, and/or gravity. Often the deposits of transported soils are given names
indicative of the mode of transportation causing the deposit, e.g., alluvial deposits, glacial till,
etc. Transported soils are characterized by subrounded to rounded particles and a wide variety
of particle sizes. Table 1-2 summarizes commonly encountered landforms composed
of transported soils, their primary formational process, and their engineering significance.
1.1.1.3 Area Concept for Explorations Based on Landforms
Knowledge of the landforms and the engineering properties of the soils and rocks enables the
designer to determine the most economical location for a highway alignment and grade, to
evaluate design problems for each type of soil or rock, and to determine sources of granular
borrow material. Once a landform is identified, the geotechnical specialist can develop an
“area” concept for exploration. In this concept, the lateral extents of landforms in the
immediate vicinity of the footprint of the proposed facility are first identified. Then, a limited
exploration program (e.g., geologic mapping, geophysical work and some preliminary cone
penetration tests and borings) is implemented at strategic locations such that the general
characteristics of the landforms are identified. The exploration program can then be refined to
obtain specific information on soil types of interest with respect to the footprint of the proposed
facility and the anticipated loadings.
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Table 1-2
Common landforms of transported soils and their engineering significance
Agent
Water

Landform
Flood Plain

Coastal
Plain
Terraces

Lakebed
(Lacustrine,
Varves)

Deltas

Alluvial
Fans. Filled
Valleys
(Basin
Deposits)

Formational Process and General Engineering Significance for Study
• Formed in valleys that are nearly flat and near the high water level of streams. At flood stage the valley is
essentially a “flood plain” that is susceptible to widespread shallow flooding.
• Generally poor construction site with fine-grained soils and water problems. Potential scour area. Spread footing
design below ground will probably require undercut, low foundation pressure and scour protection. Pile
foundations probable. Additional shallow explorations required along footing length to determine buried
meandering channels. Historic high water levels should be used in design.
• Formed similar to flood plain but in coastal areas.
• Consider spread footings for moderate loads except for high water areas. Potential scour area. Soil “set-up”
possible for friction piles
• Formed when a stream or water body cuts into a previously deposited sediment or as the stream bed is lowered over
geological periods due to normal erosion or to crustal deformations. Terraces are also known as bajadas.
• Consider spread footings for lightly loaded foundations.
• Formed by sedimentation in lake (fresh water) environments. Varves are a particular type of lake deposit formed
during glacial periods from seasonal ice melting, which temporarily increased the runoff velocity so that
precipitated sand layers alternate with layers of precipitates such as silt or silt-clay made at low velocities.
• Suitable only for spread footings to support light loads and even then settlement may be expected. Pile foundation
probable and often deep. Obtain undisturbed tube samples for laboratory testing. Consider drilling with "mud"
rather than casing. Long-term water observations necessary to determine static water level due to impervious soil.
Potential scour area.
• Formed by sediments precipitated at the mouths of rivers or streams into bays, oceans, or lakes.
• The use of spread footings must be carefully studied as poor soils often underlie deltaic sands and gravels. The
parent material is capable of sustaining high spread footing loads. Piles may be required to penetrate delta material
and poor soil. Use casing of adequate size to obtain undisturbed samples of poor soil. Potential scour area.
• Formed similar to delta deposits, but typically found in arid areas where mountain stream runoff flows into wide
valleys or on to the plains at the mouths of streams. In arid climates, alluvial fans can become cemented by salts left
in the ground by evaporating water or by dropping groundwater. Cemented soils can be loose to dense (e.g.,
caliche) or open-graded (collapsible).
• Consider spread footings for low to moderate loads except at lower elevation of alluvial fans where high water table
is possible. In case of collapsible soils, either treat the soils such that collapse potential is mitigated or use deep
foundations to bypass such soils. If the caliche is firm to hard, spread foundations can be used.
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Table 1-2 (continued)
Common landforms of transported soils and their engineering significance
Agent
Ice
(Glacier)
and
meltwater
associated
with ice

Landform
Moraines
(Terminal,
lateral)

Glacial
Till
(ground
moraine)

Outwash

Eskers

Drumlins

Formation and General Engineering Significance for Study
• Formed by soil deposits pushed into ridges around the periphery of a glacier. Terminal moraines are ridges of
material scraped or bulldozed to the front of a glacier; lateral moraines develop along the sides of a glacier. The
moraine may not be a single nicely rolled ridge, but rather a highly serrated, above ground level, earth mass.
• Advisable to use spread footings for all foundation loads. Piles should not be used due to very difficult driving and
boulders. Core all rock to 10 ft (3.0 m) in case boulders are encountered.
• Glacial Till (also termed ground moraine or simply till) is the deposit of ice-suspended material through the bottom of
the glacier. As glaciers melted, materials suspended in the ice precipitated onto the underlying soil or rock to form
glacial till. Till deposits are characterized by all sizes of particles with no obvious arrangement. Much of northern
US has glacial till.
• Where till is unsorted, dense and contains considerable sand and gravel, it is advisable to use spread footings for all
foundation loads. Piles should not be used due to difficult driving conditions and boulders. Core all rock encountered
to depth of 10 ft (3.0 m) as large boulders may be encountered. Long-term water observations necessary to determine
static water level due to soil density.
• Sediments precipitated from glacial melts in the discontinuities between ridges in moraines. Small lakes may
temporarily form in depressions behind ridges, producing lacustrine (fresh water) sediments.
• Spread footing normally used to support moderate to heavy foundation loads. Piles, if required, will be short. Use
large diameter sample spoon to permit representative sample to be obtained as average particle size may jam 1-⅜ in
(35.3 mm) sample spoon. Standard penetration test may be erratically high due to large particle sizes. Commercial
value as sand and gravel sources since the material often contains very little amount of fines, i.e., particle size less
than No. 200 (0.075 mm) sieve.
• Eskers are deposits (usually as ridges) formed by precipitation of water-suspended material flowing in ice tunnels.
• Advisable to use spread footings for all loads as soil contains much gravel and is dense. Piles not recommended.
Large diameter sample spoon recommended as above for outwash. Commercial value as sand and gravel sources
since the material often contains very little amount of fines, i.e., particle size less than No. 200 (0.075 mm) sieve.
• Drumlins are isolated mounds of glacial debris varying from about 35 (10 m) ft to 230 ft (70 m) high and 650 ft (200
m) to 2600 ft (800 m) long. Most drumlins are of the order of 100 ft (30 m) or less in height and 1000 ft (300 m) or
less in length. They often occur in groups called drumlin fields (several).
• Suitable for spread footing design with moderate to heavy loads. Piles seldom used due to dense coarse nature of
subsoil. Commercial value as sand and gravel sources since the material often contains very little amount of fines,
i.e., particle size less than No. 200 (0.075 mm) sieve.
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Table 1-2 (continued)
Common landforms of transported soils and their engineering significance
Agent
Wind
(Aeolian)

Gravity

Landform
Loess

Formation and General Engineering Significance for Study
• Formed by wind blowing silt and clay with the deposit held together by a montmorillonite binder. Generally derived
from glacial outwash in the US. Low density (often less than 90 pcf (14 kN/m3)), low wet strength (i.e., collapsible
upon water ingress), has the ability to stand on vertical cuts due to cementing agents between particles.
• Consider spread footings for low to moderate loads. Heavy loads should be pile supported with the bearing resistance
obtained below the loess deposit. Accurate ground water level determination important.
Sand Dune • Formed by wind action blowing the sand. Transport occurs mainly along the ground until an obstruction is met,
whereupon a dune (or mound) forms. Later winds may demolish the dune and redeposit the material at a new location
further downwind. Dune sands tend to be well rounded from abrasion.
• Consider spread footings for small foundations not subject to vibratory loading. Heavy structural loads should be
supported on friction piles.
Colluvium • Formed by physical and chemical weathering of bedrock. The fragmented particles, given sufficient topographic
relief, tend to move down slopes under gravitational forces and accumulate as distinctive deposits along the lower
portions of slopes, in topographic depressions, and especially at the base of cliffs.
• The characteristics of colluvial materials vary according to the characteristics of the bedrock sources and the climate
under which the weathering and transport occur. From an engineering viewpoint, colluvium is weakly stratified and
consists of a heterogeneous mixture of soil and rock fragments ranging in size from clay particles to rock more than 3
ft (1 m) in diameter. Because they are found along the lowest portions of valley sides, such deposits frequently need to
be partially excavated to allow passage of transportation facilities. The resulting cut slopes are commonly unstable and
require constant monitoring and maintenance. Colluvial soils are prone to creep (slow movement with time) and
landslides are common in such soils.
Talus
• Talus is colluvium composed of predominantly large fragments. Talus fragments can be huge boulders tens of feet
(Scree)
across; however, a lower size limit has not been well defined. With time, the coarse fragments may degrade or finer
materials may be added by wind or water transport so that these deposits slowly become infilled with a matrix of finegrained materials. The degree of infilling of these talus deposits may vary horizontally and vertically.
• Rock-supported talus is often inherently unstable and may be hazardous to even walk across. Furthermore, the open
structure is porous. Talus deposits are not suitable for engineering structures. Talus deposits could be used to make
riprap.
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The area concept is a powerful tool, particularly for linear highway facilities, as it streamlines
the subsurface exploration program costs and provides the planning engineer with useful data
during the design and construction phases of a project. It also permits early identification of the
type and extent of problem soils to be encountered during construction and therefore allows
construction costs to be estimated more accurately.

1.2

FIELD RECONNAISSANCE

Application of the area concept requires the use of proper subsurface exploration equipment
and techniques. In particular the use of wide area exploration techniques such as remote
sensing and geophysical techniques can provide insight of general subsurface conditions in
the project area economically. An adequate site exploration can be accomplished only under
the direction of a geotechnical specialist who knows the general limitations of the
exploration equipment as well as the general demands of the project. A field reconnaissance,
preferably with the bridge designer, roadway designer, and project manager, is recommended
to assess subsurface conditions prior to establishing a subsurface exploration.
The field reconnaissance should include:
1. Inspection of nearby structures to determine their performance with the particular
foundation type utilized. If settlement is suspected, the original structural plans should
be reviewed and the structure surveyed by using the original benchmark.
2. For water crossings, inspection of structural footings and the stream banks up and down
stream for evidence of scour. Take careful note of the stream bed material. Often large
boulders exposed in the stream but not encountered in the borings, are an indication of
potential subsurface obstructions to pile installation.
3. Recording the location, type, and depth of any existing structures or abandoned
foundations that may infringe on the new highway facility.
4. Relating site conditions to the proposed boring operations. Record potential problems
with utilities (overhead and underground), site access, private property, or obstructions.
Figure 1-3 is an example of a field reconnaissance form used to record data pertinent to the
site. Upon completion of the site inspection, the geotechnical specialist should prepare a
terrain reconnaissance report in which the general suitability of the site is assessed. The report
should:
Geotechnical Subsurface Exploration for Roadways
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/Cone Rig
/Cone Rig

Figure 1-3. Typical field reconnaissance form.
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1. Flag major potential problems, which may preclude construction.
2. Recommend beneficial shifts in location.
3. Present a general discussion of expected subsurface conditions.
4. Present cost estimate for extraordinary geotechnical treatments.
5. Prepare an estimate of subsurface exploration quantities, costs, and time.
This information should be transmitted to all the groups involved with the project such as the
project manager, roadway designer, and bridge designer.

1.3

SUBSURFACE EXPLORATION PROGRAM

The procedures employed in any subsurface exploration program are dependent on a variety of
factors that vary from site to site. The project design objectives and the expected subsurface
conditions have the major influence on the subsurface explorations. Highway projects
necessarily involve both earthwork and structural foundations. Typical boring programs for
highways on new alignments are established such that basic information is first gathered along
the entire highway alignment and subsequent detailed borings are taken as required at the
locations of structures or in problem earthwork areas as disclosed by the initial basic program.
Subsurface explorations for widening or improvements of existing highways generally are done
in one stage as the location is predetermined.
Consideration should be given, particularly for large or complex projects, to performing
geologic mapping and geophysical explorations after the field reconnaissance and prior to
any invasive explorations such as borings. Geologic mapping and geophysical explorations
can be quick and provide a much larger coverage of the project area as compared to invasive
explorations. The information from field reconnaissance, geologic mapping and geophysical
explorations can then be used to setup the conventional subsurface exploration and
testing program. Geophysical explorations are discussed in Section 1.15.
After the field reconnaissance and geophysical explorations are completed, “invasive”
explorations using drilled borings and in-situ tests must be performed to obtain in-situ
properties and physical samples for identification and testing. The sampling techniques
and tools are discussed in Section 1.4 and other sections of this course. The objectives for
such explorations are as follows:
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1. Determine stratigraphy.
a.
physical description and extent of each stratum.
b.
thickness and elevation of top and bottom of each stratum.
2. For fine-grained soils (each stratum) determine:
a.
natural moisture contents.
b.
Atterberg limits.
c.
stiffness.
d.
presence of organic materials.
e.
evidence of desiccation or previous soil disturbance, shearing, or slickensides.
f.
swelling characteristics.
g.
unconfined compressive strength - typically estimated from Standard
Penetration Tests or Cone Penetration Tests.
h.
shear strength.
i.
compressibility.
3. For coarse-grained soils (each stratum) determine:
a.
in-situ density (average and range) typically determined from Standard
Penetration Tests or Cone Penetration Tests.
b.
grain-size distributions (gradation).
c.
presence of organic materials.
4. Determine depth to ground water (for each aquifer if more than one is present).
a.
piezometric surface over site area: existing, past, and probable range in future
(observe at several times).
b.
perched water table.
5. Determine depth to bedrock.
a.
depth over entire site.
b.
type of rock.
c.
extent and character of weathering.
d.
joints, including distribution, spacing, whether open or closed, and joint infilling.
e.
faults.
f.
solution effects in limestone or other soluble rocks.
g.
core recovery and soundness (RQD).
h.
hardness and strength.
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1.4

SAMPLING TECHNIQUES AND TOOLS

The purpose of this section is to provide information on various in-situ testing methods that
are currently used to establish site-specific soil and rock properties for design and
construction. The execution of a conventional subsurface exploration and testing program
usually includes rotary drilling, Standard Penetration Testing (SPT), disturbed and
undisturbed sample recovery, and laboratory testing. Although procedures for these
commonly performed activities are described in AASHTO and ASTM standards and are well
known to most geo-professionals, important testing details are sometimes overlooked that
can result in data having marginal quality. This section discusses the importance of carefully
selecting and properly conducting the appropriate field and/or laboratory testing method.
In-situ testing methods are increasingly being used on transportation projects, however
testing procedures and test limitations are not as well understood as those of the more
conventional methods of subsurface exploration and testing such as the use of drilled
borings. In this course, procedures for various in-situ and laboratory testing methods are
presented as they relate to obtaining high quality data for the evaluation of engineering
properties of soils and rocks for transportation projects. Information on equipment
calibration, measured test parameters, quality control, and the range of ground conditions
that apply to each test is also presented.
Several in-situ tests define the geostratigraphy and provide direct measurements of soil
properties and geotechnical parameters. The common in-situ tests include: Standard
Penetration Test (SPT), Cone Penetration Test (CPT), Piezocone Test (CPTu), Flat Plate
Dilatometer Test (DMT), Pressuremeter Test (PMT), and Vane Shear Test (VST). Although
the load is applied differently in each test, the purpose of each test is to measure the
corresponding response of the soil in an attempt to evaluate the soil’s engineering properties,
such as strength and/or stiffness. Figure 1-4 depicts these various devices and a graphical
representation of how load is applied.
Some state DOTs perform these tests by using agency-owned equipment. In many cases
however, the agency may retain an outside contractor for these services either directly or as
part of an overall project development package. Several technical reports and manuals are
available that describe these test methods. A brief list of these references is provided in
Table 1-3. Agencies that perform or contract for these testing services are encouraged to
obtain the references identified in Table 1-3. In this course, only the SPT and the CPT tests
will be discussed since they are the most commonly used.
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SPT

CPT

DMT

PMT

VST

Figure 1-4. Common in-situ tests for geotechnical site characterization of soils (FHWA,
2002b).
Boreholes are required for conducting the SPT and normal versions of the PMT and VST.
Therefore a drill rig and crew are required for the performance of these tests. Boreholes are
not required for the CPT, CPTu, and DMT; therefore these tests are called “direct-push”
technologies. Although boreholes are not required for these tests, special mobilized
equipment and data acquisition systems are required. Specialized versions of the PMT (i.e.,
full-displacement type) and VST can be conducted without boreholes. In such cases either
standard drill rigs or mobile hydraulic systems (cone trucks) are used to push the probes to
the required test depths. Obviously direct push test methods are not suitable in soil profiles
that contain boulders, hard cemented layers and bedrock. For such profiles, borehole
methods prevail as the testing device may be advanced through the hard layers by coring or
non coring techniques. An advantage of direct-push soundings is that cuttings or spoil are
not generated, however, this advantage is offset by a significant disadvantage, i.e., no soil
sample is retrieved for classification or subsequent laboratory testing. Another advantage of
the CPT and CPTu tests is that they provide a continuous record of soil response through the
entire depth of the direct push. The other tests are performed at discrete intervals so that the
soil’s response is measure at specific depths only. In addition, important layers can be
missed with any of the discrete interval test methods.
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Test
Method
SPT

CPT,
CPTu,
SCPTu

Table 1-3
Reference publications on in-situ testing (FHWA, 2002b)
AASHTO/
ASTM
Reference
Designation
AASHTO T206 FHWA (2002b). Subsurface Investigations (Geotechnical Site
Characterization). Report No. FHWA NHI-01-031, Authors:
ASTM D 1586 Mayne, P. W., Christopher, B. R., and DeJong, J., Federal
Highway Administration, U.S. Department of Transportation.
ASTM D 3341,
D5778

FHWA (1992a). The Cone Penetrometer Test. Report No.
FHWA NHI-91-043, Authors: Riaund J-L and Miran J., Federal
Highway Administration, U.S. Department of Transportation.
Lunne, T., Robertson, P.K., and Powell, J.J.M. (1997) Cone
Penetration Testing in Geotechnical Practice, E & F Spon.

DMT

Suggested
ASTM Method

FHWA (1992b). The Flat Dilatometer Test. Report No. FHWA
NHI-91-044, Authors: Riaund J-L and Miran J., Federal
Highway Administration, U.S. Department of Transportation.

PMT

ASTM D 4719

FHWA (1989a). The Pressuremeter Test for Highway
Applications. Report No. FHWA IP-89-008, Authors: Briaud J
L, Federal Highway Administration, U.S. Department of
Transportation.
Clarke, B.G. (1995) Pressuremeters in Geotechnical Design,
Blackie Academic & Professional.

VST

ASTM D 2573

ASTM (1988). Vane Shear Strength Testing in Soils: Field and
Laboratory Studies, American Society for Testing and Materials,
Committee D-18 on Soil and Rock for Engineering Purposes,
Philadelphia, PA.
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1.5

BORING METHODS

Geotechnical borings are a critical component of any subsurface exploration program. They
are performed to satisfy several objectives including those listed below.
•

identify the subsurface distribution of materials with distinctive properties, including
the presence and thickness of distinct layers;

•

retrieve samples of each layer for laboratory tests to determine engineering
properties;

•

determine depth to groundwater; and

•

provide access for the introduction of in-situ testing devices.

There are many types of equipment used in current practice for advancing a soil or rock
boring. Typical types of soil borings are listed in Table 1-4(a), rock coring methods in Table
1-4(b), and other exploratory techniques in Table 1-4(c). Detailed information on soil and
rock boring procedures can be found in AASHTO (1988), FHWA (2002b), and ASTM D
4700. A brief description of typical soil boring methods is provided below (Day, 1999).
1.5.1

Auger

Borings

An auger is an apparatus with a helical shaft that can be manually or mechanically advanced
to bore a hole into soil. Large and small diameter augers are shown in Figure 1-5. The
practice of advancing a borehole with a mechanical auger consists of rotating the auger while
applying a downward pressure on the auger to penetrate soil and possibly weak or weathered
rock. The auger may be continuous, where the helix extends along the entire length of the
shaft, or discontinuous when the auger helix is at the bottom of the drill stem.
•

Discontinuous or single flight auger borings and bucket auger borings. There are
basically two types of discontinuous augers: discontinuous flight augers and bucket
augers. Commonly available discontinuous flight augers have diameters ranging
from 0.25 to 3 ft (0.075 to 1 m) and bucket augers have diameters ranging from 1 to 8
ft (0.3 to 2.5 m). For discontinuous flight auger borings, the auger is periodically
removed from the hole and the soil lodged in the grooves of the flight auger is
removed. When a bucket auger is used, it too is periodically removed from the hole
and the soil in the bucket removed. A casing is generally not used for discontinuous
flight and bucket auger borings. Therefore, these methods are not recommended for
boreholes deeper than 35 ft (10 m), or where the hole may cave-in during the
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excavation of loose or soft soils, or when the boring is below the groundwater table.
In firm stiff clays, discontinuous auger borings can be performed to depths in excess
of 35 ft (10 m).
•

Continuous flight auger borings. As the name implies, continuous flight augers have the
auger flights continuous along the entire length of the auger. As shown in Figure 1-6a,
there are two types of continuous flight augers: solid stem and hollow stem. For both of
these type augers the drill cuttings are returned to the ground surface via the auger
flights. The solid stem auger must be removed from the borehole to allow access to the
hole for insertion of sampling or testing devices. Because the auger must be periodically
removed from the borehole, a solid stem auger is not appropriate in sands and soft soils
or in soil deposits where groundwater is close to the surface. A hollow-stem auger has a
circular hollow core that allows for sampling through the center of the auger. As shown
in Figure 1-6c, hollow-stem augers come in a variety of diameters. The hollow-stem
auger acts like a casing and allows for sampling in loose or soft soils or when the
excavation is below the ground water table. A plug (Figure 1-6d) is necessary when
hollow stem augers are advanced to prevent cuttings from migrating through the hollow
stem. The plug is removed to permit SPT sampling. In loose sands and soft clays
extending below the water table, drilling fluids are often used to minimize and mitigate
disturbance effects and keep the hole open. The components of the hollow stem auger
system are shown in Figure 1-6b.

(b)
(a)
Figure 1-5. (a) Large diameter auger, (b) Small diameter continuous flight auger.
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Table 1-4(a)
Soil and soft rock boring methods (FHWA, 2002a)
Method

Procedure

Applications

Limitations / Remarks

Auger boring
(ASTM D
1452)

Dry hole drilled with hand or power
auger; samples recovered from auger
flights

In soil and soft rock; to identify
geologic units and water content
above water table

Soil and rock stratification destroyed;
sample mixed with water below the
water table

Hollow-stem
auger boring

Hole advanced by hollow-stem auger;
soil sampled below auger as in auger
boring above

Typically used in soils that would
require casing to maintain an
open hole for sampling

Sample limited by larger gravel;
maintaining hydrostatic balance in
hole below water table is difficult

Wash-type
boring

Light chopping and strong jetting of
soil; cuttings removed by circulating
fluid and discharged into settling tub

Soft to stiff cohesive materials
and fine to coarse granular soils

Coarse material tends to settle to
bottom of hole; should not be used in
boreholes above water table where
undisturbed samples are desired.

Becker
Hammer
Penetration
Test (BPT)

Hole advanced using double acting
diesel hammer to drive a 6.6-in (168
mm) double-walled casing into the
ground. Several sizes are available.

Typically used in soils with
gravel and cobbles; casing is
driven open-ended if sampling of
materials is desired

Skin friction of casing difficult to
account for; unsure as to the
repeatability of test

Bucket Auger
boring

A 2 to 4 ft (0.6 to 1.2 m) diameter
drilling bucket with cutting teeth is
rotated and advanced. At the
completion of each advancement, the
bucket is retrieved from the boring
and soil is emptied on the ground.

Most soils above water table; can
dig harder soils than above types
and can penetrate soils with
cobbles and boulders if equipped
with a rock bucket

Not applicable in running sands;
used for obtaining large volumes of
disturbed samples and where it is
necessary to enter a boring to make
observations
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Method

Procedure

Table 1-4(b)
Rock core drilling methods (FHWA, 2002a)
(1)
Type of sample
Applications

Limitations / Remarks

Rotary coring
of rock
(ASTM
D 2113;
AASHTO
T 225)

Outer tube with diamond (or
tungsten carbide) bit on
lower end rotated to cut
annular hole in rock; core
protected by stationary
inner tube; cuttings flushed
upward by drill fluid

Rock cylinder 1 in to 4 in
(25 to 100 mm) in
diameter and as long as
10 ft (3 m), depending on
rock soundness.
Standard coring size is 2
1/8 in (54 mm) diameter.

To obtain continuous core
in sound rock (percent of
core recovered depends on
fractures, rock variability,
equipment, and driller skill)

Core lost in fracture or
variable rock; blockage
prevents drilling in badly
fractured rock; dip of
bedding and joint evident
but not strike

Rotary coring
of rock, wire
line

Same as ASTM D 2113, but
core and stationary inner
tube retrieved from outer
core barrel by lifting device
or “overshot” suspended on
thin cable (wire line)
through special largediameter drill rods and outer
core barrel

Rock cylinder 1-1/8 in to
3-3/8 in (28 to 85 mm)
wide and 5 ft to 10 ft (1.5
to 3 m) long

To recover core better in
fractured rock which has
less tendency for caving
during core removal; to
obtain much faster cycle of
core recovery and
resumption of drilling in
deep holes

Core lost in fracture or
variable rock; blockage
prevents drilling in badly
fractured rock; dip of
bedding and joint evident
but not strike

Rotary coring
of swelling
clay, soft rock

Similar to rotary coring of
rock; swelling core retained
by third inner plastic liner

Soil cylinder 1-1/8 in to
3-3/8 in (28 to 85 mm)
wide and 2 ft to 5 ft (0.6
m to 1.5 m) long encased
in plastic tube

In soils and soft rocks that
swell or disintegrate rapidly
in air (protected by plastic
tube)

Sample smaller;
equipment more complex
than other soil sampling
techniques

(1)

See Section 1.6.4 for additional discussion on types of core barrels (i.e., single-, double-, or triple-tube).
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Method

Procedure

Table 1-4(c)
Other exploratory techniques (FHWA, 2002a)
Type of sample
Applications

Limitations / Remarks

Borehole
camera

Inside of core hole viewed
by circular photograph or
scan

No sample, but a visual
representation of the
material

To examine stratification,
fractures, and cavities in
hole walls

Best above water table or
when hole can be
stabilized by clear water

Pits and
Trenches

Pit or trench excavated to
expose soils and rocks

Chunks cut from walls of
trench; size not limited

To determine structure of
complex formations; to
obtain samples of thin
critical seams such as
failure surface

Moving excavation
equipment to site,
stabilizing excavation
walls, and controlling
groundwater may be
difficult; useful in
obtaining depth to
shallow rock and for
obtaining undisturbed
samples on pit/trench
sidewalls; pits need to be
backfilled

Rotary or cable
tool well drill

Toothed cutter rotated or
chisel bit pounded and
churned

Pulverized

To penetrate boulders,
coarse gravel; to identify
hardness from drilling rates

Identification of soils or
rocks difficult

Percussive
Method (jack
hammer or air
track)

Impact drill used; cuttings
Rock dust
removed by compressed air

To locate rock, soft seams,
or cavities in sound rock

Drill becomes plugged
by wet soil
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Solid Stem
Auger

Hollow
Stem Auger

(a)

(b)

Cutting teeth

Plug

(c)

(d)

Figure 1-6. (a) Solid stem auger and hollow stem auger, (FHWA, 2002b) (b) Hollow
stem auger components (ASTM D 4700), (c) Sizes of hollow stem auger flights (FHWA,
2002b), (d) Outer and inner assembly of hollow stem auger (FHWA, 2002b).
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1.5.2

Wash-type Borings

Wash-type borings use circulating drilling fluid (e.g., water or mud) to remove cuttings
from the borehole, Figure 1-7. Cuttings are created by the chopping, twisting, and jetting
action of the drill bit that breaks the soil or rock into small fragments. Tri-cone bits are
often used in dense soil or soft rock. If bentonite or a polymeric drilling mud cannot be
used to maintain an open borehole, casings are often used to prevent cave-in of the
borehole. The use of casing will require a significant amount of additional time and
effort but will result in a protected borehole. When drilling mud is used during
subsurface boring, it will be difficult to classify the soil from the auger cuttings because of
contamination with the mud. Also, the outside of samples may become coated with drilling
mud.
The properties of the drilling fluid and the quantity of water pumped through the drill bit will
determine the size of particles that can be removed from the boring with the circulating
fluid. In formations containing gravels, cobbles, or larger particles, coarse material may be
left at the bottom of the boring. In these instances, cleaning the bottom of the boring with
a larger diameter sampler (such as the 3 in (75 mm) OD split barrel sampler) may be needed
to obtain a representative sample of the formation.
1.5.3

Coring in Rocks

The previously described methods are typically used for soil exploration. The following
methods are primarily used for rock exploration.
• Rotary coring. This type of coring equipment is most commonly used for rock
exploration when an intact core of the rock is desired. Power rotation of the drilling
bit is accompanied with introduction of a circulating fluid to remove cuttings from the
hole. The drilling bits are specifically designed to core rock, and inner/outer tubes or
casings are used to capture the intact core. Table 1-4(b) lists various types of rotary
coring techniques for rock, although many of these techniques are also applicable to
dense or stiff soil.
•

Percussion drilling. This type of drilling equipment is often used to penetrate hard
rock for subsurface exploration or for the purpose of drilling wells. The drill bit
works much like a jackhammer, rising and falling to break up and crush the rock
material. Air is commonly used to clean the hole and transport the cuttings to the
ground surface. Table 1-4(c) includes a description on the use of the percussion
drilling techniques.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1-7. (a) Schematic of drilling rig for rotary wash methods (after Hvorslev, 1948),
(b) Typical drilling configuration, (c) Settling basin (mud tank).
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1.6

SAMPLING METHODS

1.6.1

Disturbed Sampling of Soil

Disturbed sampling of soil provides a means to evaluate stratigraphy by visual examination
and to obtain soil specimens for laboratory index testing. Disturbed samples are usually
collected using split-barrel samplers (Figure 1-8; AASHTO T 206, ASTM D 1586), although
several other techniques are available for disturbed sample collection in boreholes (see Table
1-5(a) and 1-5(b)). Shallow disturbed samples can also be obtained by using hand augers
and test pits. Direct push methods, such as GeoProbe sampling, can be used to obtain
continuous disturbed samples but these methods have limitations in sampling depth similar to
those of solid stem and bucket augers (i.e., generally good for depths less than 33 feet (10
meter) unless in firm to stiff clays). Samples obtained via disturbed sampling methods are
generally used for index property testing in the laboratory. They should not be used to
prepare specimens for consolidation and strength tests.

Figure 1-8. Split barrel sampler.
1.6.2

Undisturbed Sampling of Soil

Undisturbed soil samples are required for performing laboratory strength and consolidation
tests on cohesive soils having consistencies ranging from soft to stiff. High-quality samples
for such tests are particularly important for approach embankments and for structural
foundations and wall systems that may stress compressible strata. In reality, it is impossible
to retrieve truly undisturbed samples since changes in the state of stress in the sample occur
upon sampling and removal of the sample from depth. The goal of high-quality undisturbed
sampling is to minimize the potential for: (1) alteration of the soil structure; (2) changes in
moisture content or void ratio; and (3) changes in chemical composition of the soil. Due
to cost and ease of use, the thin-walled Shelby tube (Figure 1-9) is the most commonly
used sampler for obtaining relatively undisturbed samples of soft to stiff fine-grained
soils.
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Table 1-5(a)
Common samplers to retrieve disturbed soil samples (modified after NAVFAC, 1986a)
Sampler

Typical Dimensions

Soils that Give Best
Results

Method of
Penetration

Cause of Low
Recovery

Remarks

Split Barrel

Standard is 2 in (50
mm) outside diameter
(OD) and 1-3/8 in (35
mm) inside diameter
(ID)

140 lb (64 kg)
hammer
driven

Gravel may block
sampler

A SPT is performed using
a standard penetrometer
and hammer (see text);
samples are extremely
disturbed

Continuous helicalflight auger

Diameters range 3 in
to 16 in (75 to 400
mm; penetrations to
depths exceeding 50 ft
(15 m)

All soils finer than
gravel size particles that
allow sampler to be
driven; gravels
invalidate drive data;
A soil retainer may be
required in granular
soils.
Most soils above water
table; will not penetrate
hard soils or those
containing cobbles or
boulders

Rotation

Hard soils, cobbles,
boulders

Method of determining
soil profile, bag samples
can be obtained; log and
sample depths must
account for lag time
between penetration of bit
and arrival of sample at
surface, to minimize
errors in estimated
sample depths
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Table 1-5(b)
Common samplers to retrieve disturbed soil samples (modified after NAVFAC, 1986a)
Sampler

Typical Dimensions

Disc auger

Up to 3.5 ft (1 m)
diameter; usually has
maximum penetration
depth of 25 ft (8 m)

Bucket auger

Up to 4 ft (1.2 m)
diameter common;
larger sizes available;
with extensions, depth
over 80 ft (25 m) are
possible

Test boring of large
samples,
Large Penetration
Test (LPT)

2 in to 3 in (50 to 75
mm) ID and 2.5 in to
3.5 in (63 mm to 89
mm) OD samplers
(examples, Converse
sampler, California
Sampler)
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Soils that Give Best
Results
Most soils above water
table; will not penetrate
hard soils or those
containing cobbles or
boulders

Method of
Penetration
Rotation

Cause of Low
Recovery
Hard soils, cobbles,
boulders

Most soils above water
table; can penetrate
harder soils than above
types and can penetrate
soils with cobbles and
boulders if equipped
with a rock bucket
In sandy to gravelly
soils

Rotation

Soil too hard to
penetrate

Up to 350 lb
(160 kg) 350 lb
hammer driven

Large gravel,
cobbles, and
boulders may block
sampler

Remarks
Method of determining
soil profile, bag samples
can be obtained; log and
sample depths must
account for lag time
between penetration of bit
and arrival of sample at
surface, to minimize errors
in estimated sample depths
Several bucket types
available, including those
with ripper teeth and
chopping tools; progress is
slow when extensions are
used
Sample is intact but very
disturbed; A resistance can
be recorded during
penetration, but is not
equivalent to the SPT Nvalue and is more variable
due to no standard
equipment and methods
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Figure 1-9. Schematic of thin-walled (Shelby) tube (after ASTM D 4700) and photo of
tube with end caps (FHWA, 2002b).
Thin walled Shelby tube sampling is discussed in Section 1.5.3. Depending upon the insitu condition of the fine-grained soil (e.g., stiffness and whether significant granular
material is in the soil matrix), alternative sampling devices may be used to obtain nominally
undisturbed soil samples. These alternative samplers include:
• Stationary piston sampler (Figure 1-10);
• Denison sampler (Figure 1-11);
• Pitcher samplers (Figure 1-12);
• Hydraulic piston sampler (Osterberg Sampler).
Summary information on these samplers is provided in Table 1-6 and detailed procedures
for these sampling techniques are provided in FHWA (1997, 2002b). Although not
common for typical transportation-related projects, a variety of special samplers are
available to obtain samples of soil and soft rocks. These specialty samplers include the
retractable plug sampler, the Sherbrooke sampler, and the Laval sampler.
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Table 1-6
Nominally undisturbed soil samplers (modified after NAVFAC, 1986a)
Sampler

Typical Dimensions

Soils that Give Best
Results
Cohesive fine-grained
or soft soils; gravelly
and very stiff soils will
crimp tube

Method of
Penetration
Pressing with
relatively rapid,
smooth stroke; can
be carefully hammer
driven but this will
induce additional
disturbance

Simplest device for undisturbed samples;
boring should be clean before sampler is
lowered; little waste area in sampler; not
suitable for hard, dense or gravelly soils

Pressing with
continuous, steady
stroke

Erratic pressure during
sampling, allowing
piston rod to move
during press, improper
soil types for sampler

Silts and clays, some
sandy soils

Hydraulic or
compressed air
pressure

Inadequate clamping of
drill rods, erratic
pressure

Stiff to hard clay, silt,
and sands with some
cementation, soft rock

Rotation and
hydraulic pressure

Improper operation of
sampler; poor drilling
procedures

Same as Denison

Same as Denison

Same as Denison

Piston at end of sampler prevents entry of
fluid and contaminating material requires
heavy drill rig with hydraulic drill head;
samples generally less disturbed
compared with Shelby tube; not suitable
for hard, dense, or gravelly soil
Needs only standard drill rods; requires
adequate hydraulic or air capacity to
activate sampler; samples generally less
disturbed compared with Shelby tube; not
suitable for hard, dense, or gravelly soil
Inner tube face projects beyond outer
tube, which rotates; amount of projection
can be adjusted; generally takes good
samples; not suitable for loose sands and
soft clays
Differs from Denison in that inner tube
projection is spring controlled; often
ineffective in cohesionless soils

Fine grained soils
including soft sensitive
clays, silts, and varved
clays

Pushed into the ground
with steady stroke;
Pauses occur to add
segments to sample
barrel

Samplers should not be
used in soils containing
fragments or shells

3 in (76 mm) OD and 2-7/8
in (73 mm) ID most
common; available from 2
in to 5 in (50 to 127 mm)
OD; 30 in (760 mm)
sampler length standard

Stationary
piston

3 in (76 mm) OD most
common; available from 2
in to 5 in (50 to 127 mm)
OD; 30 in (760 mm)
sampler length standard

Soft to medium clays
and fine silts; not for
sandy soils

Hydraulic
piston
(Osterberg)

3 in (76 mm) OD is most
common; available from 2
in to 4 in (50 to 100 mm)
OD; 36 in (910 mm)
sampler length standard
3.5 in to 7 in (89 to 177
mm) OD, producing
samples 2-3/8 in 6.3 in (60
to 160 mm); 24 in
(610mm) sampler length
4 in (100 mm) OD; uses 3
in (76-mm) diameter
Shelby tubes; sample
length 24 in (610 mm)
Continuous samples 2 in
(50 mm) wide and as long
as 65 ft (20 m)

Pitcher
sampler

Foil
Sampler

Remarks

Erratic pressure applied
during sampling,
hammering, gravel
particles, crimping of tube
edge, improper soil types
for sampler, pressing tube
greater than 80% of tube
length

Shelby
tube
(ASTM D
1587;
AASHTO
T 207)

Denison

Cause of Disturbance
or Low Recovery
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Figure 1-11. Denison sampler (FHWA,
1997).

Figure 1-10. Stationary piston sampler
schematic (after ASTM D 4700) and photo
(FHWA, 2002b).
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Figure 1-12. Pitcher sampler (FHWA, 1997, 2002b).
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When dealing with relatively shallow soils that are very stiff, brittle, partially cemented, or
that contain coarse gravel or stones, the best method to obtain large relatively undisturbed
samples is by block sampling. Block sampling involves isolating a soil column, encasing it
in paraffin wax, and covering it with an open-ended box or tube (usually about 12 in (300
mm) square). The bottom is cut, sealed and covered, and the sample is transported to the
laboratory. This sampling technique is generally difficult to implement at depths greater than
approximately 10 ft (3 m).
1.6.3

Thin-Walled (Shelby) Tube Sampling

The importance of appropriate sampling practice using Shelby tubes cannot be over
emphasized. Poor sampling practices, exposure to extreme temperatures, and careless
handling of samples can cause sample disturbance that may result in misleading test results
that can lead to uneconomical or unsafe designs.
•

Geometry of a Thin-Walled Tube: The area ratio (AR) and the inside clearance ratio
(ICR) are parameters that are used to evaluate the disturbance potential for different
types of soil samplers. These parameters are defined as follows:

D 2 − Di 2
x 100 percent
AR = o
Di 2
ICR =

Di − De
De

1-1a

1-1b

where De = diameter at the sampler cutting tip, Di = inside diameter of the sampling tube,
and Do = outside diameter of the sampling tube. For a sample to be considered
undisturbed, the ICR should be approximately 1 percent and the AR should be 10 percent
or less. Using a tube with this ICR value minimizes the friction buildup between the soil
sample and the sampler during the advancement of the sampler. Using a tube with an AR
value less than 10 percent enables the sampler to cut into the soil with minimal
displacement of the soil. Thin-walled tubes (e.g., Shelby tubes) are typically
manufactured to meet these specifications, but a thicker walled tube with an ICR of zero
is commonly used in the Gulf states (e.g., Texas, Louisiana) to sample very stiff
overconsolidated clays. The use of the thicker walled tube minimizes buckling of the
sampler in the stiff deposits, and the ICR of zero minimizes sample expansion within the
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tube. Additional information on suitable geometry for thin-walled tubes is provided in
ASTM D 1587.
•

Sample Tube Inspection and Storage: Tubes received from the manufacturer should be
inspected to assure that no damage has occurred to the ends of the tubes. Plastic end
caps, which will later be used to facilitate securing of the sample, should be placed on
the ends of the tube at this time.

•

Cleaning Borehole Prior to Sampling: Depending upon the methods used, drilling and
sampling procedures will cause some disturbance in the vicinity of the advancing face of
a borehole. This is especially the case if a sample is overpushed, if casing is advanced
ahead of the borehole, or during continuous sampling operations. It is recommended
that a borehole be advanced and cleaned to two to three diameters below the bottom of
the previous sample to minimize disturbance. Additionally, after advancement of the
borehole, caving may occur at the bottom of the hole. Thus, the bottom of the borehole
should be cleaned out thoroughly before the sampling device is advanced. Improper
cleaning will lead to severe disturbance of the upper material (accumulated settled
material), and possibly disturbance of the entire sample. Cleaning is usually performed
by washing materials out of the hole. It should be ensured that the jet holes are not
directed downward, for this will erode soft or granular materials to an unknown depth.
All settled material should be removed to the edge of the casing. In deep or wide
borings, special cleaning augers may be used to decrease time for cleaning and produce
a cleaner hole.

•

Tube Advancement and Retrieval: Tubes should be advanced without rotation in a
smooth and relatively rapid manner. The length of the sampler advancement should be
limited to 24 in (600 mm) for a 30 in (760 mm) long tube to minimize friction along the
wall of the sampler and allow for loose material in the hole. The amount of recovery
should be compared to the advanced length of the sampler to assess whether material has
been lost, the sample has swelled, or some caved material has been collected at the top
of the tube. The possible presence of caved material should be noted at the top of the
tube so that no laboratory moisture content or performance tests are performed on that
material. After advancing to the target depth, the drill rod should be rotated one full turn
to shear off the bottom of the sample. Prior to shearing, a waiting period of 5 to 15
minutes is recommended for tubes in soft soils to permit the sample to reach equilibrium
inside the tube and prevent the sample from falling out the bottom of the tube during
retrieval. This waiting period may be reduced for stiffer soils.
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•

Preparation for Shipment: Upon removal of the sample from the borehole, the ends
should be capped with the plastic end caps and the tube should be labeled. The label
should be written directly on the tube with a permanent marking pen, and include: (1)
tube and boring identification number; (2) sample depth; (3) top and bottom of sample;
(4) length of recovery; (5) sampling date; (6) job name and/or number; and (7) sample
description. Tube samples that are intended for laboratory performance testing (i.e.,
strength, consolidation, hydraulic conductivity) should never be extruded from the tube
in the field and stored in alternative containers. Samples should be extruded only in the
laboratory under controlled conditions. After a thin-walled tube sample has been taken,
slough or cuttings from the upper end of the tube should be removed by use of a
cleanout tool. The length of sample recovered should be measured and the soil
classified for the log. About 1 in (25 mm) of material at the bottom end of the tube
should be removed and the cuttings placed in a properly labeled storage jar. Both ends
of the tube should then be sealed with at least a 1 in (25 mm) thick layer of
microcrystalline (non-shrinking) wax after a plastic disk has been placed to protect the
ends of the sample (Figure 1-13a). The use of relatively low temperature wax will
minimize shrinkage and potential moisture migration within the sample. The remaining
void above the top of the sample should be filled with moist sand. Plastic end caps
should then be placed over both ends of the tube and electrician's tape wrapped over the
joint between the collar of the cap and the tube and over the screw holes. The capped
ends of the tubes are then dipped in molten wax. Alternatively, O-ring packers can be
inserted into the sample ends and then sealed (Figure 1-13b). This method of sealing the
sample may be preferable as it is cleaner and more rapid than waxing. In both cases, the
sample must be sealed to ensure proper preservation of the sample. The tube should be
kept vertical, with the top of the sample in the upright position. If the sample needs to
be inverted for purposes such as sealing, care should be taken to ensure the sample does
not slide within the tube. Samples must be stored upright in a protected environment to
prevent freezing, desiccation, and alteration of the moisture content (ASTM D 4220).
Shipment: Sample tubes must to be packed upright in accordance with guidelines
provided in ASTM D 4220, or in an equivalent sample box. Tubes should be isolated
from other sample tubes, and fit snugly in the case to protect against vibration or shock.
The cushioning material between the samples should be at least 1 in (25 mm) thick, and
the cushioning on the container floor should be at least 2 in (50 mm) thick. The samples
should not be exposed to extreme heat or cold. If possible, the geotechnical specialist
should deliver the samples to the laboratory or use a special delivery service provider
who offers shipping of fragile items (e.g., FedEx) to ship samples. The use of a chain of
custody form for sample traceability records is encouraged.
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(b)
(a)
Figure 1-13. Shelby tube sealing methods, (a) Microcrystalline Wax, (b) O-Ring
packer (FHWA, 2002b).

1.6.4

Undisturbed Sampling of Rock (Rock Coring)

When equipment for rock coring is being considered, the dimensions, type of core barrel,
type of coring bit, and drilling fluid are important variables. The minimum depth of rock
coring should be determined based on the local geology of the site and the type of structure
to be constructed. Coring should also be performed to a depth that assures that refusal is not
encountered on a boulder. A brief description of issues related to rock coring is provided in
this document. Additional information on drilling rigs, methods of circulating drill cuttings
(i.e., fluid or air), hole diameters, and casings is provided in ASTM D 2113.
1.6.4.1 Core Barrels

Four different types of core barrels are described in ASTM D 2113 including:
1) Single Tube - Figure 3-14(a);
2) Rigid Double Tube - Figure 3-14(b);
3) Swivel Double Tube - Figure 3-14(c); and
4) Triple Tube.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 1-14. (a) Single, (b) and (c) Double tube rock core barrels (FHWA, 1997).
Since the double core barrel isolates the rock from the drilling fluid stream to yield
better recovery, it is the minimum standard of core barrel that should be used in
practice when an intact core is required for testing. Figure 3-15 shows the outer and
inner assembly for a double-tube core barrel. The inner tube of a swivel-type core barrel
does not rotate during drilling, which results in less disturbance and better recovery in weak
and fractured rock. Rigid type double tube core barrels should not be used where core
recovery is a concern. Triple tube swivel-type core barrels will produce better recovery and
less core breakage than a double tube barrel.

Most rock coring today is done by use of the wireline method, which was introduced in the
1960s. In this method, an inner tube containing the core is detached from the core barrel
assembly when the core barrel is full or a blockage occurs. The tube and core contained in it
are pulled to the surface by wire dropped down the string of drill rods. A latch or “overshot
assembly,” which snaps on to the top of the inner tube, is used for this purpose. The inner
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tube is then rapidly hoisted to surface within the string of drill rods. After the core is
removed, the inner tube is dropped down into the outer core barrel and drilling resumes.
Thus, the core is retrieved without having to pull all of the rods and production rates,
particularly for deep cores, are therefore greater than those for conventional techniques.
Table 1-7 lists the available core sizes. The standard size rock core, NX, has a diameter of
2 1/8 in (54 mm). Generally larger core sizes will lead to less mechanical breakage and
yield greater recovery, but the associated cost for drilling will be much higher. Since the
size of the core will affect the percent recovery, the core barrel size should be clearly
recorded on the log. Additionally, the core barrel length can increase recovery in fractured
and weathered rock zones. In these zones a core barrel length of 5 ft (1.5 m) is
recommended. Core barrel lengths should not be greater than 10 ft (3 m) under any
conditions because of the potential for damage to the long cores.

(b)
(a)
Figure 1-15. Double tube core barrel. (a) Outer barrel assembly (b) Inner barrel
assembly (FHWA, 2002b).
1.6.4.2 Coring Bits

The coring bit is the bottommost component of the core barrel assembly. It is the grinding
action of this component that cuts the core from the rock mass. The following three
basic categories of bits are in use: diamond, carbide and sawtooth (Figure 1-16).
Coring bits are generally selected by the driller and are often approved by the geotechnical
specialist. Bit selection should be based on a general knowledge of drill bit performance for
the expected formations and the proposed drilling fluid.
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Table 1-7
Dimensions of core sizes (FHWA, 1997)
Size
Diameter of Core
Diameter of Borehole
mm (in)
mm (in)
EX,EXM
21.5 (0.846)
37.7 (1.484)
EWD3
21.2 (0.835)
37.7 (1.484)
AX
30.1 (1.185)
48.0 (1.890)
AWD4, AWD3
28.9 (1.138)
48.0 (1.890)
AWM
30.1 (1.185)
48.0 (1.890)
AQ Wireline, AV
27.1 (1.067)
48.0 (1.890)
BX
42.0 (1.654)
59.9 (2.358)
BWD4, BWD3
41.0 (1.614)
59.9 (2.358)
BXB Wireline, BWC3
36.4 (1.433)
59.9 (2.358)
BQ Wireline, BV
36.4 (1.433)
59.9 (2.358)
NX
54.7 (2.154)
75.7 (2.980)
NWD4,NWD3
52.3 (2.059)
75.7 (2.980)
NXB Wireline, NWC3
47.6 (1.874)
75.7 (2.980)
NQ Wireline, NV
47.6 (1.874)
75.7 (2.980)
HWD4,HXB Wireline,
61.1 (2.406)
92.7 (3.650)
HQ Wireline
63.5 (2.500)
96.3 (3.791)
CP, PQ Wireline
85.0 (3.346)
122.6 (4.827)

Figure 1-16. Coring bits: Diamond (top left), Carbide (top right), and Sawtooth
(bottom center) (FHWA, 2002b).
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Diamond coring bits, such as surface set or impregnated-diamond types, are the most
versatile since they can produce high-quality cores in soft to extremely hard rock
materials (see Figure 1-10, top left). Compared to other types, diamond bits in general
permit more rapid coring and, as noted by Hvorslev (1948), exert lower torsional
stresses on the core. Lower torsional stresses permit the retrieval of longer cores and
cores of smaller diameter. The wide variation in the hardness, abrasiveness, and degree
of fracturing encountered in rock has led to the design of bits to meet specific conditions
known to exist or expected to be encountered at given sites. Thus, wide variations in
the quality, size, and spacing of diamonds, in the composition of the metal matrix, in
the face contour, and in the type and number of waterways are found in bits of this type.
Similarly, the diamond content and the composition of the metal matrix of impregnated
bits are varied to meet differing rock conditions.
Carbide bits use tungsten carbide in lieu of diamonds. There are of several types of
carbide bits. The standard type carbide bit is shown in Figure 1-16, top right. Bits of this
type are used to core soft to medium hard rock. They are less expensive than
diamond bits. However, the rate of drilling is slower than with diamond bits.
Sawtooth bits consist of teeth cut into the bottom of the bit (see Figure 1-10, bottom
center). The teeth are faced and tipped with a hard metal alloy such as tungsten carbide to
provide water resistance and thereby to increase the life of the bit. Although these bits
are less expensive than diamond bits, they do not provide as high a rate of coring and do
not have a salvage value. The saw tooth bit is used primarily to core overburden and very
soft rock.
An important feature in all bits is the type of waterways provided in the bits for the
passage of drilling fluid. Bits are available with so-called “conventional” waterways,
which are passages cut on the interior face of the bit, or with bottom discharge
waterways, which are internal passages that discharge at the bottom face of the bit behind
a metal skirt separating the core from the discharge fluid. Bottom discharge bits should
be used when soft rock or rock having soil-filled joints is cored to prevent erosion of
the core by the drilling fluid before the core enters the core barrel.
Bit selection is based on the anticipated rock formation as well as the expected drilling
fluid. Diamond bits are applicable in all rock types. They permit greater rates of coring
than other types of bits. Carbide bits are less expensive than diamond bits and can be
used in soft to medium-hard rock. Sawtooth bits are the least expensive of the three,
however they have no salvage value. They lead to slower coring and are typically used only
in soft rock.
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1.6.4.3 Drilling Fluid

In many instances, clear water is used as the drilling fluid in rock coring. If drilling mud is
required to stabilize collapsing holes or to seal zones when there is loss of drill water, the
geotechnical specialist should be notified to confirm that the type of drilling mud is
acceptable. Drilling mud will clog open joints and fractures, which adversely affects
permeability measurements and piezometer installations. Drilling fluid should be contained
in a settling basin to remove drill cuttings and to allow recirculation of the fluid. Generally,
drilling fluids can be discharged onto the ground surface. However, special precautions or
handling may be required if the material is contaminated with oil or other substances. Such
fluids may require disposal off site. Water flow over the ground surface should be avoided
as much as possible. Local environmental agencies should be contacted for permits because
some drilling fluids may have adverse effects on local surface and subsurface environments.
Certain local agencies may also require implementation of a Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP).
1.6.5

Observations During Rock Core Drilling

1.6.5.1 Drilling Rate/Time

The drilling rate should be monitored and recorded on the boring log in the units of minutes
per 1 ft (0.3 m). Only time spent advancing the boring should be used to determine the
drilling rate.
1.6.5.2 Core Photographs

Cores in the split core barrel should be photographed immediately upon removal from the
borehole. A label should be included in the photograph to identify the borehole, the depth
interval and the number of the core run. It may be desirable to get a "close-up" of interesting
features in the core. Wetting the surface of the recovered core by using a spray bottle and/or
sponge prior to photographing will often enhance the color contrasts of the core.
A tape measure or ruler should be placed across the top or bottom edge of the core box to
provide a scale in the photograph. The tape or ruler should be at least 3 ft (1 m) long, and it
should have relatively large, high contrast markings to be visible in the photograph.
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A color bar chart is often desirable in the photograph to provide indications of the effects of
variation in film age, film processing, and the ambient light source. The photographer should
strive to maintain uniform light conditions from day to day, and those lighting conditions
should be compatible with the type of film selected for the project. The use of a digital
camera is a convenient way to circumvent some of the problems associated with the use of
film cameras for photographing rock cores.
1.6.5.3 Rock Classification

The rock type and its inherent discontinuities, joints, seams, and other facets should be
documented.
1.6.5.4 Recovery

The core recovery is the length of rock core recovered from a core run. The recovery ratio is
the ratio of the length of core recovered to the total length of the core drilled on a given run,
expressed as either a fraction or a percentage. Core length should be measured along the
core centerline. When the recovery is less than the length of the core run, the non-recovered
section should be assumed to be at the end of the run unless there is reason to suspect
otherwise (e.g., weathered zone, drop of rods, plugging during drilling, loss of fluid, and
rolled or re-cut pieces of core). Non-recovery should be marked as NCR (no core recovery)
on the boring log, and entries should not be made for bedding, fracturing, or weathering in
that interval.
Recoveries greater than 100 percent may occur if core that was not recovered during a run is
subsequently recovered in the next run. Recoveries greater than 100 percent should be
recorded and adjustments to data should not be made in the field.
1.6.5.5 Rock Quality Designation (RQD)

The RQD is a quantitative measure that represents a modified core recovery percentage. By
definition the RQD is the sum of the lengths of all pieces of sound core over 4 in (100 mm)
long divided by the length of the core run (Deere, 1963). The correct procedure for
measuring RQD is illustrated in Figure 1-17. The RQD is an index of rock quality.
Problematic rock that is highly weathered, soft, fractured, sheared, and jointed typically
yields lower RQD values than more intact rock. Thus, RQD is simply a measurement of the
percentage of "good" rock recovered from an interval of a borehole.
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It should be noted that the original definition of RQD reported by Deere (1963) was based on
measurements made on NX-size core. Experience in recent years reported by Deere and
Deere (1989) indicates that cores with diameters both slightly larger and smaller than NX
may be used for computing RQD. The wire line cores using NQ, HQ, and PQ are also
considered acceptable. Use of RQD for the smaller BQ and BX sizes is discouraged because
of a greater potential for core breakage and loss that would result in a smaller value of RQD.

L = 10 in

> 4 in

10 + 7.5 + 8

< 4 in

L = 7.5 in

Core Run Total = 48 in

48

< 4 in

L = 8 in

Figure 1-17. Modified core recovery as an index of rock mass quality (FHWA, 1997).
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Length Measurements of Core Pieces
The same piece of core could be measured three ways: along the centerline, from tip to
tip, or along the fully circular barrel section (Figure 1-18). The recommended procedure
is to measure the core length along the centerline. This method is advocated by the
International Society for Rock Mechanics (ISRM), Commission on Standardization of
Laboratory and Field Tests (ISRM, 1981). The centerline measurement is preferred
because: (1) it results in a standardized RQD not dependent on the core diameter, and (2) it
avoids unduly penalizing the rock quality for cases where fractures run parallel to the
borehole and are cut by a second set of fractures.

L=9.5 in

2 in diameter core

LT=12 in
LFC=7 in

2 in diameter core

2 in diameter core

LT=14.5 in
L=9.5 in
LFC=4.5 in

4 in diameter core

4 in diameter core

4 in diameter core

Figure 1-18. Length measurements for core RQD determination (FHWA, 1997).
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Assessment of Soundness
Pieces of core which are not "hard and sound" should not be counted for the RQD even
though they possess the requisite 4 in (100 mm) length. The purpose of the soundness
requirement is to downgrade the rock quality where the rock has been altered and weakened
either by agents of surface weathering or by hydrothermal activity. Obviously, in many
instances a judgment decision must be made as to whether or not the degree of chemical
alteration is sufficient to reject the core piece.
One commonly used procedure is not to count a piece of core if there is any doubt about its
meeting the soundness requirement as evidenced by discolored or bleached grains, heavy
staining, pitting, or weak grain boundaries. This procedure may unduly penalize the rock
quality, but it errs on the side of conservatism. A second procedure that is occasionally used
includes the altered rock within the RQD summed percentage, but indicates by means of an
asterisk (RQD*) that the soundness requirements have not been met. The advantage of this
method is that the RQD* will provide some indication of the rock quality with respect to the
degree of fracturing, while also noting its lack of soundness.
Core breaks caused by the drilling process should be fitted together and counted as one piece.
Drilling breaks are usually evidenced by rough fresh surfaces. For schistose and laminated
rocks, it is often difficult to discern the difference between natural breaks and drilling breaks.
When in doubt about a break, it should be considered as natural in order to be conservative in
the calculation of RQD for most uses. Obviously, this practice would not be conservative
when the RQD is used as part of a ripping or dredging estimate.
1.6.5.6 Drilling Fluid Recovery

The loss of drilling fluid during the advancement of a boring can be indicative of the
presence of open joints, fracture zones or voids in the rock mass being drilled. Therefore, the
volumes of fluid losses and the intervals over which they occur should be recorded. For
example, "no fluid loss" means that no fluid was lost except through spillage and filling the
hole. "Partial fluid loss" means that a return was achieved, but the amount of return was
significantly less than the amount being pumped in. "Complete water loss" means that no
fluid returned to the surface during the pumping operation. A combination of opinions from
the field personnel and the driller on this matter will result in the best estimate.
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1.6.5.7 Core Handling and Labeling

Rock cores from geotechnical explorations should be stored in structurally sound core boxes
made of wood or corrugated waxed cardboard (Figure 1-19). Wooden boxes should
be provided with hinged lids, with the hinges on the upper side of the box and a latch to
secure the lid in a closed position.
Cores should be handled carefully during transfer from barrel to box to preserve mating
across fractures and fracture-filling materials. Breaks in core that occur during or after the
core is transferred to the core box should be refitted and marked with three short parallel
lines across the fracture trace to indicate a mechanical break. Breaks made to fit the core into
the core box and breaks made to examine an inner core surface should be marked as such.
These deliberate breaks should be avoided unless absolutely necessary. Cores should be
placed in the boxes from left to right, top to bottom. When the upper compartment of the box
is filled, the next lower (or adjoining) compartment should be filled beginning at the lefthand side, and so on the same way until the box is filled. The depths of the top and bottom
of the core and each noticeable gap in the formation should be marked by a clearly labeled
wooden spacer block.
If there is less than 100 percent core recovery for a run, a cardboard tube spacer of the same
length as the core loss should be placed in the core box either at the depth of core loss, if
known, or at the bottom of the run. The depth of core loss, if known, or length of core loss
should be marked on the spacer with a black permanent marker. The core box labels should
be completed using an indelible black marking pen. An example of recommended core
box markings is shown in Figure 1-19. The core box lid should have identical markings
both inside and out, and both exterior ends of the box should be marked as shown in Figure
1-19. For angled borings, depths marked on core boxes and boring logs should be those
measured along the axis of the boring. The angle and orientation of the boring should be
noted on the core box and the boring log.
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Figure 1-19. Core box for storage of recovered rock and labeling.
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1.6.5.8 Care and Preservation of Rock Samples

A detailed discussion of sample preservation and transportation is presented in ASTM D
5079. Four levels of sample protection are identified as follows:
a)
b)
c)
d)

routine care,
special care,
soil-like care, and
critical care.

Routine care in placing rock core in core boxes will be used for most geotechnical
explorations. ASTM D 5079 suggests enclosing the core in a loose-fitting polyethylene
sleeve prior to placing the core in the core box.
Special care is considered appropriate if the moisture state of the rock core (especially shale,
claystone and siltstone) and the corresponding properties of the core may be affected by
exposure. Special care can also be applied if it is important to maintain fluids other than
water in the sample. Critical care is needed to protect samples against shock and vibration or
variations in temperature, or both. For soil-like care, samples should be treated as indicated
in ASTM D 4220.
1.6.6

Geologic Mapping

Geologic mapping is the systematic collection of local, detailed geologic data, and, for
engineering purposes, is used to characterize and document the condition of a rock mass or
outcrop. The data derived from geologic mapping are a portion of the data required for the
design of a cut slope or for the stabilization of an existing slope. Geologic mapping can
often provide more extensive and less costly information than drilling. Soil and soil-like
materials, although occasionally mapped, are not considered in this section. For a detailed
discussion of geologic mapping, the reader is referred to the FHWA manual on rock slopes
(FHWA, 1998a).
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1.7

STANDARD PENETRATION TEST (SPT)

The standard penetration test (SPT) is performed during the advancement of a soil boring to
obtain a disturbed drive sample (split barrel type) of the soil being penetrated and an
approximate measure of its dynamic resistance. The test was introduced by the Raymond
Pile Company in 1902 and remains today as the most common in-situ test performed
worldwide. The procedures for the SPT are detailed in ASTM D 1586 and AASHTO T 206.
A summary of the important features of the test follows.
The SPT involves the driving of a hollow thick-walled tube into the ground and measuring
the number of blows to advance the split-barrel sampler having standard dimensions of 2 in
(50 mm) outside diameter (OD) and 1-3/8 in (35 mm) inside diameter (ID) a vertical
distance of 1 ft (300 mm), see Figure 1-20. A 140 pound (63.5 kilogram) hammer is
repeatedly dropped from a height of 30 in (0.76 m) to achieve three successive 6 in
(150 mm) increments of penetration. The first recorded increment is considered as
a “seating” penetration, while the number of blows to advance the second and third
increments are summed to give the N-value ("blow count") or SPT-resistance (reported
in blows per foot (0.3 m)).
The SPT can be halted when a total of 100 blows have been counted or if the number of
blows exceeds 50 in any given 6 in (150 mm) increment, or if the sampler fails to advance
during 10 consecutive blows. SPT refusal is defined by penetration resistances exceeding
100 blows per 2 in (50 mm), although ASTM D 1586 has re-defined this limit at 50 blows
per 1 in (25 mm). If bedrock, or an obstacle such as a boulder, is encountered, the boring
may be advanced further by using diamond core drilling or non-core rotary methods (ASTM
D 2113; AASHTO T 225) at the discretion of the geotechnical specialist. In certain cases,
this SPT criterion may be utilized to define the top of bedrock within a particular geologic
setting where boulders are not of concern or not of great impact on the project
requirements. The advantages and disadvantages of the SPT are listed in Table 1-8.
Table 1-8
Advantages and disadvantages of the Standard Penetration Test (SPT)
Advantages
Disadvantages
• Disturbed sample (index tests only)
• Obtain both a sample and an N-value
• N-value is a crude number for analysis
• Simple and rugged
• Not applicable in soft clays & loose silts
• Suitable in many soil types
• High variability and uncertainty
• Can be performed in weak rocks
• Unreliable in gravelly soils
• Readily available throughout the U.S.
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Standard Penetration Test (SPT)
Per ASTM D 1586

140 lb Drop
(63.5
63.5-kg
kg) hammer
Hammer
Repeatedly
falling 30 in
Falling
0.76 m
(760 mm)

Need to Correct to a Reference
Energy Efficiency of 60%
(ASTM D 4633)

Anvil

Borehole
Drill Rod
(”N” or
“A” Type)

Note: Occasional
Fourth Increment Used
to provide additional
soil material

Split-Barrel
(Drive) Sampler
[Thick Hollow
Tube]:

Standard Drill Rod Sizes
Symbol
OD, in*
A
1-5/8
N
2-3/8
* 1 in = 25.4 mm

Hollow Sampler Driven in
3 Successive Increments

m
0.15
6 in
m
0.15
6 in
m
0.15
6 in

N =N No.
of blows
= No. of Blows
ft
0.3 meters
perper

Seating

O.D. = 50 mm
I.D. = 35 mm
L = 760 mm

First Increment
Second Increment

}

SPT Resistance (N-value)
or “Blow Counts” is total
number of blows to drive
sampler last 300 mm (or
blows per foot).

Third Increment

Figure 1-20. Sequence of driving split-barrel sampler during the Standard Penetration
Test (modified after FHWA, 2002b).

The SPT is conducted at the bottom of a soil boring that has been advanced by use of either
flight augers or rotary wash drilling methods. The borehole can be cased or uncased. At
regular depth intervals, the drilling process is interrupted to perform the SPT. Generally, at
depths shallower than 10 ft (3 m) the SPT is performed continuously or at intervals of 2.5 ft
(0.75 m). Below a depth of 10 ft (3 m) the SPT is generally performed at intervals of 5 ft
(1.5 m) to the planned end of the boring or refusal. If the borehole extends below the
groundwater table, the head of water in the borehole must be maintained at or above the
ambient groundwater level to avoid inflow of water and borehole instability.
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Liners may be placed inside the split-barrel sampler with the same inside diameter as
the cutting shoe, see Figure 1-21a. This allows samples to remain intact during transport
to the laboratory. The liners may be arranged in a set of 1-inch (25 mm) high rings in
which case “ring” samples of pre-determined height may be obtained. In U.S. practice, it
is normal to omit the liner. The resistance of the sampler to driving is altered depending
upon whether or not a liner is used (Skempton 1986, Kulhawy and Mayne, 1990).
Therefore, when the liners are used, their use should be clearly mentioned in the boring
logs.
Steel or plastic sampler “catchers” are often required to keep samples of clean granular
soils in the split-barrel sampler. Figure 1-21 shows a variety of catchers. They are inserted
inside the sampler between the cutting shoe and the sample barrel to help retain loose or
flowing materials. These catchers permit the soil to enter the sampler during driving
but upon withdrawal they close and thereby retain the sample. Use of sample catchers
should be noted on the boring log.

(a)

(b)
Figure 1-21: (a) Stainless steel and brass liners, (b) Sample catchers (FHWA, 2002b).
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1.7.1

Energy Efficiency of Hammers

In current U.S. practice, three types of drop hammers and four types of drill rods are used in
performing the SPT. Drop hammer types are typically donut, safety, and automatic
(see Figure 1-22). Typical drill rod sizes are N or A (see Figure 1-20 for sizes). The test
results are highly dependent upon the type of equipment used and the experience of the
operator performing the test. One of the more important factors for obtaining useful data
from the test is the energy efficiency of the system. The theoretical energy of a free-fall
system with the specified mass and drop height is 350 ft-lb (48 kg-m), but the actual
energy is less due to a number of factors including frictional losses and eccentric loading
that are specific to the hammer drop. The energy efficiency of the rotating cathead and
rope system commonly used in the past depends on numerous factors including: type of
hammer, number of rope turns, conditions of the sheaves and rotating cathead (e.g.,
lubricated, rusted, bent, new, old), age of the rope, actual drop height, vertical plumbness,
weather and moisture conditions (e.g., wet, dry, freezing), and other variables (see for
example Skempton, 1986). In the recent past the trend has been towards the use of
automated systems for lifting and dropping the mass in order to minimize these factors.
Automated systems provide more reliable and more reproducible results than the
rotating cathead and rope system used in the past.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1-22. SPT hammer types, (a) Donut, (b) Safety, and (c) Automatic
(FHWA, 2006a).
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A calibration of energy efficiency for a specific drill rig and operator is recommended by
ASTM D 4633. Instrumented strain gages and accelerometer measurements are used for
these calibrations in an attempt to standardize the energy levels. The standard of practice for
energy efficiency varies from about 35% to 85% with cathead systems using donut or safety
hammers. The average for cathead systems in the United States is approximately 60%. The
newer automatic trip-hammers can deliver between 80 to 100% efficiency, depending upon
the type of commercial system being used.
If energy efficiency (Ef) is measured, then the energy-corrected SPT N-value adjusted to
60% efficiency (N60) is given by:
N60 = (Ef/60) Nmeas

1-2

where Nmeas is the N-value measured in the field during the test. N-values measured in the
field should be corrected to N60 for all soils, if possible. The relative magnitudes of
corrections for energy efficiency, sampler lining, rod lengths, and borehole diameter are
given by Skempton (1986) and Kulhawy and Mayne (1990), but only as general guidelines.
Theoretically it is mandatory to measure Ef to get the proper correction to N60. In absence of
data, AASHTO (2004 with 2006 Interims) recommends Ef = 60 for rope and cathead
systems, i.e., donut and safety hammers and Ef = 80 for automatic hammer systems.
The efficiency may be obtained by comparing either the work done (W = F.d = force times
displacement) or the kinetic energy (KE = ½mv2) with the potential energy of the system (PE
= mgh), where m = mass, v = impact velocity, g = 32.2 ft/s2 = 9.8 m/s2= gravitational
constant, and h = drop height. Thus, the energy ratio (ER) is defined as W/PE, or ER =
KE/PE. It is important to note that geotechnical foundation practice and engineering
usage based on SPT correlations have been developed on the basis of the standard-ofpractice, corresponding to an average ER ≈ 60 %. Thus, it is recommended to adjust
measured N-values (Nmeas) to N60 values.
Figure 1-23 exemplifies the need for correcting measured N-values to a reference
energy level where the successive SPTs were conducted by alternating the use of donut
and safety hammers in the same borehole. The energy ratios were measured for each test
and gave 34 < ER < 56 for the donut hammer (average = 45%) and 55 < ER < 69 for the
safety hammer (average = 60%) at this site. The individual trends for the measured Nvalues from donut and safety hammers are quite apparent in Figure 3-23(a), whereas a
consistent profile is obtained in Figure 3-23(b) once the data have been corrected to ER =
60%.
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14

6
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6
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8

10

12

56
14

69

Sequence
16

16

(a)

(b)

Figure 1-23. SPT N-values from (a) Uncorrected data, and (b) Corrected to 60%
efficiency (Data modified after Robertson and Campanella, 1983).
1.7.2

Effect of Overburden Stress on N-values

Since N-values of similar materials increase with increasing effective overburden stress, the
corrected blow count (N60) is often normalized to 1-atmosphere (1 tsf or about 100 kPa)
effective overburden stress by using overburden normalization schemes. The energycorrected blow count normalized for overburden is referred to as N160, and is equal to:
N160=CN N60

1-3

where CN is the overburden correction factor (or stress normalization parameter) calculated
as (Peck, et al., 1974):
CN

= [0.77 log10 (20/po)], and CN < 2.0

po =

vertical effective pressure at the depth where the SPT test is performed (tsf)

N60 = SPT blow count corrected for hammer efficiency (blows/ft) – refer to Equation 1-2.
Note that the constants in Equation 3-3 are unit dependent therefore the units of po must be tsf.
Figure 3-24 presents the overburden correction factor as a function of vertical effective stress.
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Figure 1-24. Variation of overburden correction factor, CN, as a function of vertical
effective stress.

Caution should be exercised in applying the overburden correction factor to indurated cemented
soils, e.g., hard caliche soils encountered in the desert southwest. In such soils, the overburden
pressure may not be a direct function of the depth of the soil. Therefore, the overburden
correction is not recommended for such soils since it may lead to overly conservative designs.
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1.7.3

Correlation of SPT N-Values with Basic Soil Characteristics

SPT N-values are an indication of the relative density of cohesionless soils and the consistency
of cohesive soil. Table 1-9 shows N-value ranges correlated to the relative density of sands
and the consistency of fine-grained soils. It is emphasized that these correlations are
unreliable for gravels, silts and clays and should serve only as crude estimates for these
materials.
Table 1-9
Soil properties correlated with Standard Penetration Test values (after Peck, et al., 1974)
Sands (Reliable)
Silts and Clays (Unreliable)
Relative Density
N60
Consistency
N60
0-4
Very loose
Below 2
Very soft
5-10
Loose
2-4
Soft
11-30
Medium Dense
5-8
Medium
31-50
Dense
9-15
Stiff
Over 50
Very dense
16-30
Very stiff
Over 30
Hard
1.7.3.1 Applicability of SPTs in Gravelly Soils

The SPT can be performed in a wide variety of soil types as well as weak rocks, however the
SPT is not particularly useful in the characterization of gravelly soils. Since the split-spoon
inside diameter is 1-⅜ in (35 mm), gravel sizes larger than 1-⅜ in (35 mm) will not enter the
spoon. Therefore, soil descriptions may not reflect actual gravel content of the deposit. Also,
gravel pieces may plug the end of the spoon and cause the SPT blow count to be erroneously
large. Thus, the SPT in such cases produces refusal blow counts (i.e., > 50 blows per 1 in (25
mm)) that are misleading and lead to unconservative designs. In this case, “Large
Penetration Tests” (LPTs), such as the Becker Penetration Test (BPT), are more suitable.
The LPTs consist of driving a pipe (casing) larger than the standard split spoon sampler into
the ground with a pile-driving hammer. While the pipe is being driven, the driving resistance
or blow count/ft of penetration is recorded. Unlike the SPT, the LPT blow count is nonstandardized and is a function of the drill rod size, pipe (sampler) size, hammer type, and
hammer efficiency. Careful energy calibrations are required to correlate the LPT blow
counts to SPT N-values However, this effort may be worthwhile considering that the results
of SPT in gravelly soils are unreliable and misleading. Daniel, et al. (2003) present methods
for evaluating LPT blow counts.
Since the gravel content cannot be measured by the SPT, it is recommended that
consideration be given to obtaining bulk samples by drilling large diameter borings with
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augers similar to the one shown in Figure 1-5a. The bulk samples obtained from
such borings will also help evaluate whether the soil deposit is indeed a gravel deposit or
gravels are larger particles floating in a softer soil matrix. The bulk samples will also
permit an accurate determination of the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS)
designation, which will be useful from design as well as constructability considerations.
1.7.4

SPT Test Errors

Although the procedures for conducting the SPT test have been standardized, several errors can
creep into the test. The most common errors are:
1. Effect of overburden pressure. Soils of the same density will give smaller blow counts
near the ground surface. The overburden stress normalization parameter (CN) can be
used to correct for this factor.
2. Variations in the 30 in (770 mm) free fall of the drive weight. The drop height is often
gauged by eye with the older rotating cathead and rope system Newer hammer
systems automatically release the weight at a height of 30 inches. The energy
correction factor accounts for this factor.
3. Interference with the free fall of the drive weight by the guides or the hoist rope
required in the rotating cathead and rope system. Newer automatic hammer
systems eliminate rope interference. The energy correction factor accounts for this
factor.
4. Use of a drive shoe that is damaged or worn from too many "refusal" blow counts (Nmeas
≥ 100 blows/foot).
5. Failure to seat the sampler properly on undisturbed material in the bottom of the boring.
6. Inadequate cleaning of loosened material (slough) from the bottom of the boring.
7. Failure to maintain sufficient hydrostatic pressure in the borehole during drilling below
the groundwater table. Unbalanced hydrostatic pressures between the borehole drill
water and the groundwater table can cause the test zone to become "quick." This can
happen when a continuous-flight auger is used with the end plugged and with a water
level in the hollow stem below that in the hole.
8. Effect of gravel size as discussed in Section 1.7.3.1.
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9. Samples retrieved from dilatant soils (fine sands, sandy silts) that exhibit unusually high
blow counts should be examined in the field to determine if the sampler drive shoe is
plugged. Poor sample recovery is usually an indication of plugging.
10. Careless work on the part of the drill crew.
The use of qualified and experienced drillers cannot be overemphasized. Agencies that
maintain their own drilling personnel and equipment generally achieve much more reliable
and consistent results than those that routinely let boring contracts to the lowest bidder.

Soil type, density, and overburden pressure are the most significant factors affecting SPT Nvalues (assuming good workmanship and equipment). Table 1-10 lists factors affecting the
SPT and SPT results.
Regardless of the impressive list of shortcomings, the SPT is not likely to be abandoned for
several reasons:
1. The test is very economical in terms of cost per unit of information.
2. The test results provides soil samples, which can be tested for index properties and
visually examined.
3. Long service life of the enormous amount of equipment in use.
4. The accumulation of a large SPT database that is continually expanding.
5. The results of the SPT have been correlated with a number of soil properties to provide
estimates of the values of those properties. The estimated values are often used for
preliminary designs in lieu of values obtained from tests run specifically to determine
those properties.
6. The fact that other methods can be readily used to supplement the SPT when the
borings indicate more refinement in sample/data collection.
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Table 1-10
Factors affecting the SPT and SPT results (after Kulhawy and Mayne, 1990)
Influence on
Cause
Effects
SPT N-value
Inadequate cleaning of hole
SPT is performed in loose slough.
Increases
Therefore soil may become trapped in
sampler and may be compressed as
sampler is driven, reducing recovery
Failure to maintain adequate
Bottom of borehole may become
Decreases
head of water in borehole when “quick”
test is performed below
groundwater level
Careless measure of hammer
Hammer energy varies (generally
Increases
drop
variations cluster on low side)
Hammer weight inaccurate
Hammer energy varies (driller supplies
Increases or
weight; variations of 5 - 7 percent are
decreases
common)
Hammer strikes drill rod collar Hammer energy reduced
Increases
eccentrically
Hammer energy reduced
Increases
Lack of hammer free fall
because of ungreased sheaves,
new stiff rope on weight, more
than two turns on cathead,
incomplete release of rope each
drop
Sampler driven above bottom
Sampler driven in disturbed, artificially
Increases
of casing
densified soil
greatly
Careless counting of hammer
Inaccurate results
Increases or
blows
decreases
Use of non-standard sampler
Correlations with SPT sampler invalid
Increases or
decreases
Coarse gravel or cobbles in soil Sampler becomes clogged or impeded
Increases
Use of bent drill rods
Inhibited transfer of energy of sampler
Increases
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1.8

LOG OF BOREHOLE INFORMATION (“BORING LOGS”)

The importance of accurate field notes and good logging of boreholes cannot be
overemphasized. The logger must realize that a good field description must be recorded. The
field-boring log is the major portion of the factual data used in the analysis of foundation
conditions.
The boring log is a record that should contain all of the information obtained from a boring
whether or not it may seem important at the time of drilling. It is important to record the
maximum amount of information accurately. This record is the "field" boring log, as opposed
to the "finished" boring log used in the preparation of the geotechnical data report. The
finished log is drawn from the data presented in the field log supplemented by the results of
visual identifications of samples and classification tests made in the laboratory. A typical
boring log form is shown on Figures 1-25. The form presented in Figures 1-25 can be used for
recording field data as well.
1.8.1

Boring Log Format

A wide variety of boring log forms are used by various agencies. The specific log to be used
for a given type of boring will depend on local practice. The log in Figures 1-25 is just one
example of a log used by geotechnical specialists. For detailed information on boring logs, the
reader can refer to FHWA (1997, 2002b). The boring log shown in Figures 1-25 is used in this
document simply to present the reader with an idea of the basic information that should be
included in a boring log. Specific projects will likely require more detailed logs. Often separate
logs are used for logging information from borings in soils and rocks unlike the log shown in
Figures 1-25, which combines this information.
1.8.2

Duties of the Logger

The technical background and experience of the person who logs the field information will vary
by organization. Some organizations will have a geotechnical engineer, an engineering
geologist, a geologist, or a trained technician to accompany the drill crew, while others may
train the drill crew foreman to log the borehole. In order to obtain the maximum amount of
accurate data, the logger should work closely with the driller and be alert for changes in
materials and operations while drilling is being performed. The logger is generally responsible
for recording the following basic information on the field boring log:
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Figure 1-25a. Example subsurface exploration log (0 – 35 ft depth).
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Figure 1-25b. Example subsurface exploration log (35 - 60 ft depth).
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1. General description of each soil and rock stratum, and the depth to the top and bottom
of each stratum. As noted before, the log demonstrated in Figure 1-25 is intended to be
a field log. On the final log, the description of the soil should be much more detailed
and follow a specified soil classification system. Soils in the geotechnical engineering
community are most often classified according to the Unified Soil Classification
System (USCS). For example, the soils between depths 15 ft to 39 ft have been simply
described in the field as “GR. SILTY CLAY, MOIST-PLASTIC.”

Soft, wet, gray, high plasticity CLAY, with Silt; Fat CLAY (CH); (Alluvium)

2. The depth to groundwater at the time it is first encountered and afterwards at the end of
each day, at completion of boring, and, if possible, at least 24 hours after completion of
the boring.
3. The depth at which each sample is taken, the type of sample taken, its number, and any
loss of samples taken during extraction from the hole.
4. The depths at which field tests are made and the results of the test.
5. Information generally required by the log format, such as:
•

Boring number and location.

•

Date of start and finish of the hole.

•

Name of driller (and of logger, if applicable).

•

Elevation at top of hole.

•

Depth of hole and reason for termination.

•

Diameter of any casing used.

•

Size of hammer and free fall used on casing (if driven).

•

Blows per foot to advance casing (if driven).

•

Description and size of sampler.

•

Size of drive hammer and free fall used on sampler in dynamic field tests.

•

Blow count for each 6 in (150 mm) to drive sampler. (Sampler should be driven
three 6 in (150 mm) increments or to a total of 100 blows).

•

Type of drilling rig used.
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•

Type and size of core barrel used.

•

Length of time to drill each core run or foot of core run.

•

Length of each core run and amount of core per run.

•

Recovery of sample in inches and RQD of rock core.

•

Project identification.

6. Notes regarding any other pertinent information and remarks on miscellaneous
conditions encountered, such as:
•

Depth of observed groundwater, elapsed time from completion of drilling,
conditions under which observations were made, and comparison with the elevation
noted during reconnaissance (if any).

•

Artesian water pressure.

•

Obstructions encountered.

•

Difficulties in drilling (caving, coring boulders, surging or rise of sands in casing,
caverns, etc.).

•

Loss of circulating water and addition of extra drilling water.

•

Drilling mud and casing as needed and why.

•

Odor of recovered sample.

•

Sampler plugged.

•

Poor recovery.

7. Any other information the collection of which may be required by agency policy (e.g.,
names and associations of visitors to the site, etc.).
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1.9

CONE PENETRATION TESTING (CPT)

The history of field cone penetrometers began with a design by the Netherlands Department
of Public Works in 1930. This "Dutch" cone penetrometer was a mechanical operation using
a manometer to read loads. Paired sets of inner and outer rods are pushed into the ground in
8 in (200 mm) intervals. In 1948, electric cones permitted continuous measurements to be
taken downhole. In 1965, the addition of sleeve friction measurement devices allowed an
indirect means for identifying soil types. Later, in 1974, the electric cone was combined with
a piezoprobe to form the first piezocone penetrometer. Most recently, additional sensors
have been added to form specialized devices such as the resistivity cone, acoustic cone,
seismic cone, vibrocone, cone pressuremeter, and lateral stress cone.
The cone penetration test (CPT) was first introduced in the U.S. in 1965. Since that time, the
CPT has developed into one of the most popular in-situ testing methods because it is fast,
economical, and provides continuous profiling of the geostratigraphy and allows for
continuous in-situ evaluation of soil properties. Depending upon equipment capability as
well as soil conditions, 330 to 1150 ft (100 to 350 m) of penetration testing may be
completed in one day.
As shown in Figure 1-26, the CPT involves the hydraulic push of an instrumented steel probe
into the soil at a constant rate to obtain continuous vertical profiles of stresses and/or other
measurements. No borehole, cuttings, or spoil are produced by this test. Testing is
conducted in accordance with ASTM D 5778.
The CPT can be used in very soft clays to dense sands. It is not suitable for use in highly
indurated or cemented soils or in soils containing significant amounts of gravel and boulders.
The advantages and disadvantages of the CPT are listed in Table 1-11.
Table 1-11
Advantages and disadvantages of the Cone Penetration Test (CPT) (FHWA, 2002b)
Advantages
Disadvantages
• High capital investment
• Fast and continuous profiling
• Requires skilled operator to run
• Economical and productive
• Electronic drift, noise, and calibration
• Results not operator-dependent
• No soil samples are obtained
• Strong theoretical basis in interpretation
• Unsuitable for gravel/boulder deposits*
• Particularly suitable for soft soils
*Note: Except where special rigs are provided and/or additional drilling support is available.
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Figure 1-26. Procedures and components of the Cone Penetration Test (FHWA, 2002b).

Although the test provides continuous logging of the in-situ response of the soil, which can
lead to more accurate and reliable analyses, no soil samples are available for laboratory
testing. For that reason the CPT provides an excellent complement to the more conventional
soil test boring with SPT measurements and subsequent laboratory testing on retrieved
samples.
1.9.1

Equipment Description and Operation

Electronic cones are now the dominant cone type used in cone penetration testing.
Therefore, mechanical cones are not discussed in this document. Electronic cones may be
further divided into three primary types: (a) the standard friction cone (CPT), (b) the piezo
cone (PCPT or more commonly CPTu), and (c) the seismic cone piezo-cone (SCPTu). Each
of these cones is briefly described here. To assist in following the brief descriptions, the
standard terminology regarding the cone penetrometer is shown in Figure 1-27.
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Figure 1-27. Cone penetrometer terminology (from Robertson and Campanella, 1989).
1.9.2

The Standard Cone Penetration Test (CPT)

The equipment necessary for performing a standard CPT includes a penetrometer, cone rod
or drill rod, an electrical cable, a data acquisition system, and a hydraulic actuator attached to
equipment that has sufficient reaction mass to advance the penetrometer. The equipment that
provides the reaction mass can be a conventional drilling rig, however, a dedicated CPT
truck commonly weighing 20 to 25 tons (200 to 250 kN) is more commonly used.
A standard cone penetrometer is a 1.4 in (35.7 mm) diameter cylindrical probe with a 60o
conical apex at the tip. The tip has a projected area of 1.6 in2 (10 cm2). The surface area of
the sleeve above the cone is 23.3 in2 (150 cm2). More robust penetrometers are available
with a 1.7 in (44 mm) diameter body, a 2.3 in2 (15 cm2) projected tip area, and a 31 to 35 in2
(200 to 225 cm2) sleeve surface area. A penetrometer having a projected cone area of 2.3 in2
(15 cm2) will generally provide the same response as one having a projected cone area of 1.6
in2 (10 cm2). The “size” of a cone is defined by its projected tip area, e.g. a 1.6 in2 (10 cm2)
cone or a 2.3 in2 (15 cm2) cone. Figure 1-28 shows a number of different cone
penetrometers and piezocones.
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Figure 1-28. Cone and piezocone penetrometers (note the quarter for scale) (FHWA,
2002b).

A section of standard cone rod is typically 3.3 ft (1 m) in length with a 1.4 in (35.7 mm)
outer diameter and a 0.9 in (22 mm) inner diameter. Alternatively, the penetrometer can be
pushed with standard AW drill rod (1¾ in (44.4 mm) OD; 1¼ in (31.8mm) ID) or EW drill
rod (1⅜ in (34.9 mm) OD; 15/16 in (23.8 mm) ID).
The cone cable runs through the hollow cone/drill rods and attaches to an electronic data
acquisition system at the ground surface. The data acquisition system generally consists of
an analog signal conditioner, an analog to digital (A-D) converter, and a computer processor.
Current data acquisition systems are attached to one or two computer monitors so the
operator and engineer can observe data recorded during the sounding in real time. Real time
monitoring allows for decisions to be made in the field with respect to the sounding. This is
helpful if auxiliary tests, such as a pore pressure dissipation test, are to be performed in
certain soil layers, or if the test is to be terminated once a certain layer is encountered.
Printers can be attached to the computer processor to obtain a real-time printout of the data.
Printed data are a good backup in case an unforeseen incident causes the computer to crash
resulting in the loss of the electronically stored data. Data are typically recorded every ¾ to
2 in (20 to 50 mm) of vertical penetration.
The test procedure for the standard cone penetration test and the nature of the data acquired
during the test are described in Sections 3.9.5 and 3.9.6, respectively.
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1.9.3

The Piezo-cone Penetration Test (CPTu)

The piezo-cone (CPTu) is essentially the same as the standard electronic friction cone except
that it includes porous filter piezo-elements that may be located at the cone tip, on the cone
face, behind the cone tip, or behind the friction sleeve. These porous filter elements are used
to measure pore water pressure during penetration. Saturation of the porous element and
cavity is essential to obtain reliable pore water pressure measurements.
1.9.4

The Seismic Piezocone Penetration Test (SCPTu)

For the seismic piezocone test (SCPTu), a geophone is located approximately 1.6 feet (500
millimeters) uphole from the cone tip. The geophone detects shear waves generated at the
ground surface at intervals of approximately 3 or 5 ft (1 or 1.5 m), corresponding to
successive rod additions. If necessary, adjustments should be made if AW or EW rods are
used to advance the cone since they typically come in longer lengths.
1.9.5

Test Procedures

The test procedure for the CPT consists of hydraulically pushing the cone at a rate of 0.8 in/s
(20 mm/s) in accordance with ASTM D 5778 by using either a standard drill rig or
a specialized cone truck as the reaction mass (see Figure 1-29). The advance of the
probe requires the successive addition of rods at approximately 3 or 5 ft (1 or 1.5 m)
intervals. Readings of tip resistance (qt), sleeve friction (fs), inclination (i), and pore
water pressure (um) are taken at least every 2 in (50 mm) (i.e., at approximately 2.5-sec
intervals). For the seismic cone test, shear wave arrival times (ts) are typically
recorded at rod breaks corresponding to 3 or 5 ft (1 or 1.5 m) intervals.

Figure 1-29. Cone penetration testing from cone truck.
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1.9.6 CPT Profiles

The results of the individual channels of a piezocone penetration test are plotted with depth,
as illustrated in a typical plot shown in Figure 1-30. Since soil samples are not obtained with
the CPT, an indirect assessment of Soil Behavioral Type (SBT) is inferred by an examination
of the readings. The numbers can be processed for use in empirical chart classification
systems, or the raw readings can be easily interpreted for soil strata changes. A
simplified soil classification chart for a standard electric friction cone is presented in Figure
1-31. The sleeve friction, often expressed in terms of a friction ratio Rf = fs/qt, also
is a general indicator of soil type. For example, in sands, usually 0.5% < Rf < 1.5 %;
and in clays, normally 3% < Rf < 10%. In the lower half of the Figure 1-31, the center
column shows an approximate relationship between the SPT N-value and the cone tip
resistance, qc. The SPT N-value obtained from this relationship should be considered to be
equivalent to N160.
1.9.7 CPT Profile Interpretation

The CPT sounding shown in Figure 1-30 was taken in the immediate vicinity of the boring
recorded in the boring log shown in Figures 1-25. These two logs permit an interesting
comparison to be made of the SPT and CPT procedures. In the sounding shown in Figure 3
30, a clayey and sandy stratum (clay, clayey silt, silt, silty sand and sandy silt) occurs from
the ground surface to a depth of 10 ft (3 m). These strata are underlain by a thick layer of
sand and sandy silt to depth of approximately 20 ft (6 m), which in turn is underlain by a
clay layer extending down to a depth of approximately 45 ft (14 m). Finally, a dense
gravelly sand layer is encountered, which the cone penetrometer could not penetrate. The
SPT tests could however be performed in this dense layer since it was possible to drill into
this layer.
Figure 1-30 is a good example that demonstrates the advantage of continuous
sounding compared to the samples obtained at discrete intervals using SPT procedures.
For example, depending on the sampling interval in the SPT test, the silt layer within the
clay layer may not have been undetected. Even if it had been detected, it would not have
been possible to estimate its thickness accurately between the locations of the SPT samples
because the SPT samples are commonly retrieved at 5 ft (1.5 m) intervals. The
implications of this shortcoming can be significant in design. For example, silt
consolidates faster than clay. If the designer is not aware of the silt layer, then he/she
might design a wick drain surcharge system that, based on a clay layer 25 ft (7.5 m)
thick, will take longer to consolidate than what might actually be the case. In fact, the
CPT profile in Figure 1-30 shows that only the 15 ft (4.5 m) portion of the clay layer
below the silt layer has excess pore pressures, which suggests that it will be the primary
source of consolidation settlements.
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Figure 1-30. Piezo-cone results for Apple Freeway Bridge.
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It is important for the reader to understand that CPT procedures do not allow retrieval
of physical samples that can be tested in the laboratory to characterize various
phenomena such as consolidation and shear strength. Thus, it is most beneficial to use
the CPT with another method, such as the boring technique used in the SPT, that
allows the retrieval of physical samples for laboratory testing. Performing the CPT
before sampling in borings will permit identification of the specific depths where
disturbed and undisturbed physical samples should be obtained for laboratory tests.

Figure 1-31. A commonly used simplified soil classification chart for standard electronic
friction cone (after Robertson, et al., 1986).
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1.10 DILATOMETER TEST (DMT)

The dilatometer is an in-situ testing device that was developed in Italy in the early 1970s and
first introduced in the U.S. in 1979. Like the cone penetrometer, the dilatometer is generally
hydraulically pushed into the ground although it may also be driven. When the dilatometer
can be pushed into the ground with tests conducted at 8 in (200 mm) increments, 100 to 130
ft (30 to 40 m) of soundings may be completed in a day. The primary utilization of the
dilatometer test (DMT) in pile foundation design is the delineation of subsurface stratigraphy
and interpreted soil properties. However, it would appear that the CPT/CPTu is generally
better suited to this task than the DMT. The DMT may be a potentially useful test for the
design of piles subjected to lateral loads. Design methods in this area show promise, but are
still in the development stage. For design of axially loaded piles, the DMT has limited
direct value. A picture of the DMT equipment is presented in Figure 1-32.

Figure 1-32. Dilatometer test equipment and procedure (FHWA 2002b).
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1.11

PRESSUREMETER TEST (PMT)

The pressuremeter is an in-situ device used to evaluate soil and rock properties. The
pressuremeter has been used in Europe for many years and was introduced into the U.S. in
the mid 1970s. The pressuremeter imparts lateral pressures to the soil, and the soil shear
strength and compressibility are determined by interpretation of a pressure-volume
relationship. The pressuremeter test (PMT) allows a determination of the load-deformation
characteristics of soil in axisymmetric conditions. Deposits such as soft clays, fissured clays,
sands, gravels and soft rock can be tested with pressuremeters. A pressuremeter test
produces information on the elastic modulus of the soil as well as the at rest horizontal earth
pressure, the creep pressure, and the soil limit pressure.
A schematic of the
pressuremeter test is presented in Figure 1-33.
Pressuremeter
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Figure 1-33. Pressuremeter test schematic (FHWA, 2002b).

The utilization of test results is based upon semi-empirical correlations from a large number
of tests and observations on actual structures. For piles subjected to lateral loads, the
pressuremeter test is a useful design tool and can be used for determination of p-y curves.
For design of vertically loaded piles, the pressuremeter test has limited value. Pile design
procedures using pressuremeter data have been developed and may be found in FHWA
(1989a). Details on test procedures may be found in ASTM D 4719.
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1.12 VANE SHEAR TEST (VST)

The vane shear test is an in-situ test for determining the undrained shear strength of soft to
medium clays. Figure 1-34 is a schematic drawing of the essential components and
test procedure. The test consists of forcing a four-bladed vane into undisturbed soil and
rotating it until the soil shears. Two shear strengths are usually recorded, the peak shearing
strength and the remolded shearing strength. These measurements are used to
determine the sensitivity of clay, which is defined as the ratio of the peak undrained
shearing strength to the remolded undrained shearing strength. Sensitivity, St, allows
analysis of the soil resistance to be overcome during pile driving in clays which is
useful for pile driveability analyses. It is necessary to measure skin friction along the
steel connector rods which must be subtracted to determine the actual shear strength. The
VST generally provides the most accurate undrained shear strength values for clays with
undrained shear strengths less than 1 ksf (50 kPa). The test procedure has been
standardized in AASHTO T 223-74 and ASTM D 2573.
It should be noted that the sensitivity of a clay determined from a vane shear test provides
insight into the set-up potential of the clay deposit. However, the sensitivity value is a
qualitative and not a quantitative indicator of soil set-up. Classification of clayey soils based
on sensitivity values is presented in Table 1-12.

Van e
Rods

Push in Vane
at Bottom of
Borehole

Torquemete r

Lower Vane
to Bottom of
Prebored Hole
Four -Bladed
Vane Shear
Device:
bla de
height

borehole
diameter

4 borehole
diameters

blade width
blade thickne ss

1. Ins ertion of Va ne

2. Within 1 minute, rotate
vane at 6 deg./minute;
Measure peak torque.

3. Perform an
additional 8 to
10 revolutions

4. Measure residual
torque for
remolded case

Figure 1-34. Vane shear test equipment and procedure (after FHWA, 2002b).
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Table 1-12
Classification of Sensitivity Values (Mitchell, 1976)
Classification
Sensitivity, St
Insensitive
~ 1.0
Slightly sensitive clays
1–2
Medium sensitive clays
2–4
Very sensitive clays
4–8
Slightly quick clays
8 – 16
Medium quick clays
16 – 32
Very quick clays
32 – 64
Extra quick clays
> 64

1.13

GROUNDWATER MEASUREMENTS

Observations of the groundwater level and pore water pressure are an important part of all
geotechnical explorations. The identification of groundwater conditions should receive the
same level of care given to soil descriptions and samples. Measurements of water entry
during drilling and measurements of the groundwater level at least once following drilling
should be considered a minimum effort to obtain water level data, unless alternate methods,
such as installation of observation wells, are defined by the geotechnical specialist. Detailed
information regarding groundwater observations can be obtained from ASTM D 4750 and
ASTM D 5092.
1.13.1 Information on Existing Wells

Many states require the drillers of water wells to file logs of the wells they have drilled.
These are good sources of information of the materials encountered and water levels
recorded during well installation. The well owners, both public and private, may have
records of the water levels after installation, which may provide extensive information on
fluctuations of the water level. This information may be available at state agencies
regulating the drilling and installation of water wells, such as the Department of
Transportation, the Department of Natural Resources, State Geologist, Hydrology
Department, Department of Environmental Quality, and Division of Water Resources.
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1.13.2 Open Borings

The water level in open borings should be measured after any prolonged interruption in
drilling, at the completion of each boring, and at least 12 hours (preferably 24 hours) after
completion of drilling. Additional water level measurements should be made at the
completion of the field exploration and at other times designated by the engineer. The date
and time of each observation should be recorded.
If the borehole has caved, the depth to the collapsed region should be recorded on the boring
record as the collapse may have been caused by groundwater conditions. The elevations of
the caved depths of certain borings may be consistent with groundwater table elevations at
the site. This consistency may become apparent once the subsurface profile is
constructed.
Drilling mud obscures observations of the groundwater level owing to filter cake action and
the greater specific gravity of the drilling mud compared to that of the water. If
drilling fluids are used to advance borings, the drill crew should be instructed to bail the
hole prior to making groundwater observations.
1.13.3 Observation Wells

The observation well, also referred to as a piezometer, is the fundamental means
for measuring water head in an aquifer and for evaluating the performance of
dewatering systems. In theory, a “piezometer” measures the water pressure in a confined
aquifer or at a specific horizon of the geologic profile, while an “observation well”
measures the level of a water table in an aquifer (Powers, 1992). In practice, however, the
two terms are often used interchangeably to describe any device for determining static water
head.
The term “observation well” is applied to any well or drilled hole used for the purpose
of long-term studies of groundwater levels and pressures. Existing wells and bore holes
in which casing is left in place are often used to observe groundwater levels. These,
however, are not considered to be as satisfactory as wells constructed specifically for the
purpose of measuring groundwater conditions. The latter may consist of a standpipe
installed in a previously drilled exploratory hole or a hole drilled solely for use as an
observation well.
Details of typical observation well installations are shown in Figure 1-35. The simplest
type of observation well is formed by a small-diameter polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe set
in an open hole. The bottom of the pipe is slotted and capped, and the annular space
around Subsurface
the
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slotted pipe is backfilled with clean sand. The area above the sand is sealed with bentonite,
and the remaining annulus is filled with grout, concrete, or soil cuttings. A surface seal,
which is sloped away from the pipe, is commonly formed with concrete in order to prevent
the entrance of surface water. The top of the pipe should also be capped to prevent the
entrance of foreign material; there should be a small vent hole in the top of the removable
cap. In some localities, regulatory agencies may stipulate the manner for installation and
closure of observation wells.

Figure 1-35. Representative details of observation well installations. (a) Drilled-in
place stand-pipe piezometer, (b) Driven well point (FHWA, 1997).
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Driven or pushed-in well points are another common type of observation well for use
in granular soil formations and very soft clay (Figure 1-35b). The well is formed by a
stainless steel or brass well point threaded to a galvanized steel pipe. In granular soils, an
open boring or rotary wash boring is advanced to a point several inches above the
measurement depth and the well point is driven to the desired depth. A seal is
commonly required in the boring above the well point with a surface seal at the ground
surface. Note that observation wells may require development (see ASTM D 5092) to
minimize the effects of installation, drilling fluids, etc. Minimum pipe diameters should
allow introduction of a bailer or other pumping apparatus to remove fine-grained materials
in the well to improve the response time.
Local jurisdictions may impose specific requirements on “permanent” observation
wells, including closure and reporting of the location and construction that must be
considered in the planning and installation. Licensed drillers and special fees may be
required.
Piezometers are available in a number of designs. Commonly used piezometers are of
the pneumatic and the vibrating wire type. Interested readers are directed to Dunnicliff
(1988) and FHWA (1997) for a detailed discussion of the various types of piezometers.
1.13.4 Water Level Measurements

A number of devices have been developed for sensing or measuring the water level
in observation wells. Following is a brief presentation of three methods that are
commonly used to measure the depth to groundwater. In general, common practice is to
measure the depth to the water surface by using the top of the casing as a reference, with
the reference point at a common orientation (often north) marked or notched on the well
casing.
1.13.4.1

Chalked Tape

In this method a short section at the lower end of a metal tape is chalked. The tape with
a weight attached to its end is then lowered until the chalked section has passed slightly
below the water surface. The depth to the water is determined by subtracting the
depth of penetration of the line into water, as measured by the water line in the chalked
section, from the total depth from the top of casing. This is probably the most accurate
method, and the accuracy is useful in pump tests where very small drawdowns are
significant. The method is cumbersome, however, when a series of rapid readings is taken
since the tape must be fully removed each time. An enameled tape is not suitable unless it
is roughened with sandpaper so it will accept chalk. The weight on the end of the tape
should be small in volume so it does not displace enough water to create an error in the
water level.
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1.13.4.2

Tape with a Float

In this method, a tape with a flat-bottomed float attached to its end is lowered until the float
hits the water surface and the tape goes slack. The tape is then lifted until the float is felt to
touch the water surface and the tape is just taut; the depth to the water surface is then
measured. With practice this method can give rough measurements, but its accuracy is poor.
A refinement is to mount a heavy whistle, open at the bottom, on a tape. When it sinks in the
water, the whistle will give an audible beep as the air within it is displaced.
1.13.4.3

Electric Water-Level Indicator

This battery operated indicator consists of a weighted electric probe attached to the lower
end of a length of electrical cable that is marked at intervals to indicate the depth. When the
probe reaches the water a circuit is completed. This condition is registered by a meter
mounted on the cable reel. Various manufacturers produce the instrument, utilizing a neon
lamp, a horn, or an ammeter as the signaling device. The electric indicator has the advantage
that it may be used in extremely small holes.
The instrument should be ruggedly built, since some degree of rough handling can be
expected. The distance markings must be securely fastened to the cable. Some models are
available in which the cable itself is manufactured as a measuring tape. The sensing probe
should be shielded to prevent shorting out against metal risers. When the water is highly
conductive, erratic readings can develop in the moist air above the actual water level.
Sometimes careful attention to the intensity of the neon lamp or the pitch of the horn will
enable the reader to distinguish the true level. A sensitivity adjustment on the instrument can
be useful. If oil or iron sludge has accumulated in the observation well, the electric probe
will give unreliable readings.
1.13.4.4

Data Loggers

When timed and frequent water level measurements are required, as for a pump test or slug
test, data loggers are useful. Data loggers are in the form of an electric transducer near the
bottom of the well that senses changes in water level as changes in pressure. A data
acquisition system is used to acquire and store the readings. A data logger can eliminate the
need for onsite technicians on night shifts during extended field permeability testing. A
further significant saving is in the technician’s time back in the office. The preferred models
of the data logger not only record the water level readings but permit the data to be
downloaded into a personal computer and, with appropriate software, to be quickly reduced
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and plotted. These devices are also extremely useful for cases where measurement of
artesian pressures is required or where data for tidal corrections during field permeability
tests are necessary.

1.14

GUIDELINES FOR MINIMUM SUBSURFACE EXPLORATION

In regard to the scope of the subsurface exploration program for a structure or a geotechnical
feature, one must consider the small cost of the borings in relation to the foundation costs. The
knowledge gained from a thorough subsurface exploration program will allow the geotechnical
specialist to evaluate various candidate foundation schemes and provide recommendations for
those that can be built most efficiently and economically on the project site. Without an
adequate subsurface exploration program, the result is generally an extremely conservative
foundation recommendation.
Planning a subsurface exploration program should include determining the location and depth
of borings, test pits, or other procedures to be used and establishing the methods of soil
sampling and testing to be employed. Usually, the extent of the work is estimated based on
available geological studies, earlier explorations, or records of existing structures. The number
of borings and their locations in a site area will depend on the proposed structure, design
parameters, access issues, geologic constraints, and expected stratigraphy.
Although no rigid rules apply universally to geotechnical explorations, certain general
principles are usually followed in practice. Recommended guidelines for the minimum
number of exploration points and their spacing are provided in Table 1-13. This table was
developed based on a number of FHWA documents. This table should be used only as a first
step in estimating the minimum number of borings for a particular design, as actual boring
spacings will be dependent upon the project type and geologic environment. In all cases, it is
recommended that the depth of the exploration should be such that the depth of significant
influence (DOSI) is explored. For a given configuration of loading, the DOSI may
exceed the minimum guidelines in Table 1-13 in which case the depth of exploration
should be increased accordingly. Some other general guidance in addition to that in
Table 1-13 is as follows:

• In areas underlain by heterogeneous soil deposits and/or rock formations, it will
probably be necessary to exceed the minimum guidelines presented in Table 1-13 to
capture variations in soil and/or rock type and to assess consistency across the site.
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Table 1-13
Guidelines for minimum number of exploration points and depth of exploration (modified after FHWA, 2002a)
Application
Retaining walls

(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

Embankment
Foundations

(1)

(2)

(3)
Cut Slopes

(1)

(2)

(3)

Minimum Number of Exploration Points
and Location of Exploration Points
A minimum of one exploration point for each retaining
wall.
For retaining walls more than 100 ft (30 m) in length,
exploration points spaced every 100 to 200 ft (30 to 60 m)
with locations alternating from in front of the wall to
behind the wall.
For anchored walls, additional exploration points in the
anchorage zone spaced at 100 to 200 ft (30 to 60 m).
For soil-nail walls, additional exploration points at a
distance of 1.0 to 1.5 times the height of the wall behind
the wall spaced at 100 to 200 ft (30 to 60 m).
A minimum of one exploration point every 200 ft (60 m)
(erratic conditions) to 400 ft (120 m) (uniform conditions)
of embankment length along the centerline of the
embankment.
At critical locations, (e.g., maximum embankment heights,
maximum depths of soft strata) a minimum of three
exploration points in the transverse direction to define the
existing subsurface conditions for stability analyses.
For bridge approach embankments, at least one exploration
point at abutment locations.
A minimum of one exploration point every 200 ft (60 m)
(erratic conditions) to 400 ft (120 m) (uniform conditions)
of slope length.
At critical locations (e.g., maximum cut depths, maximum
depths of soft strata) a minimum of three exploration points
in the transverse direction to define the existing subsurface
conditions for stability analyses.
For cut slopes in rock, perform geologic mapping along the
length of the cut slope.
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Minimum Depth of Exploration
(1) Investigate to a depth below bottom of wall between 1 and 2 times
the wall height or a minimum of 10 ft (3 m) into bedrock.
(2) Exploration depth should be great enough to fully penetrate soft
highly compressible soils (e.g. peat, organic silt, soft fine grained
soils) into competent material of suitable bearing capacity (e.g.,
stiff to hard cohesive soil, compact dense cohesionless soil, or
bedrock).

(1) Exploration depth should be, at a minimum, equal to twice the
embankment height unless a hard stratum is encountered above
this depth.
(2) If soft strata are encountered extending to a depth greater than
twice the embankment height, the exploration depth should be
great enough to fully penetrate the soft strata into competent
material (e.g., stiff to hard cohesive soil, compact to dense
cohesionless soil, or bedrock).

(1) Exploration depth should be, at a minimum, 15 ft (4.5 m) below
the minimum elevation of the cut unless a hard stratum is
encountered below the minimum elevation of the cut.
(2) Exploration depth should be great enough to fully penetrate
through soft strata into competent material (e.g., stiff to hard
cohesive soil, compact to dense cohesionless soil, or bedrock).
(3) In locations where the base of cut is below ground-water level,
increase depth of exploration as needed to determine the depth of
underlying pervious strata.
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Table 1-13 (Continued)
Guidelines for minimum number of exploration points and depth of exploration (after FHWA, 2002a)
Application

Minimum Number of Exploration Points and
Location of Exploration Points

Minimum Depth of Exploration

Shallow
Foundations

(1) For substructure (e.g., piers or abutments) widths
less than or equal to 100 ft (30 m), a minimum of
one exploration point per substructure.
(2) For substructure widths greater than 100 ft (30
m), a minimum of two exploration points per
substructure.
(3) Additional exploration points should be provided
if erratic subsurface conditions or sloping rock
surfaces are encountered.

Deep Foundations

(1) For substructure (e.g., bridge piers or abutments)
widths less than or equal to 100 ft (30 m), a
minimum of one exploration point per
substructure.
(2) For substructure widths greater than 100 ft (30
m), a minimum of two exploration points per
substructure.
(3) Additional exploration points should be provided
if erratic subsurface conditions are encountered.
(4) Due to large expense associated with construction
of rock-socketed shafts, conditions should be
confirmed at each shaft location.

Depth of exploration should be:
(1) great enough to fully penetrate unsuitable foundation soils (e.g., peat,
organic silt, soft fine grained soils) into competent material of suitable
bearing capacity (e.g. stiff to hard cohesive soil, compact to dense
cohesionless soil or bedrock); and
(2) at least to a depth where stress increase due to estimated footing load
is less than 10% of the applied stress at the base of the footing; and
(3) in terms of the width of the footing: at least 2 times for axisymmetric case
and 4 times for strip footing (interpolate for intermediate cases); and
(4) if bedrock is encountered before the depth required by item (2) above is
achieved, exploration depth should be great enough to penetrate a
minimum of 10 ft (3 m) into the bedrock, but rock exploration should be
sufficient to characterize compressibility of infill material of nearhorizontal to horizontal discontinuities.
(1) In soil, depth of exploration should extend below the anticipated pile or
shaft tip elevation a minimum of 20 ft (6 m), or a minimum of two times
the maximum pile group dimension, whichever is deeper. All borings
should extend through unsuitable strata such as unconsolidated fill, peat,
highly organic materials, soft fine-grained soils, and loose coarse-grained
soils to reach hard or dense materials.
(2) For piles bearing on rock, a minimum of 10 ft (3 m) of rock core shall be
obtained at each exploration point location to verify that the boring has
not terminated on a boulder.
(3) For shafts supported on or extending into rock, a minimum of 10 ft (3 m)
of rock core, or a length of rock core equal to at least three times the shaft
diameter for isolated shafts or two times the maximum shaft group
dimension, whichever is greater, shall be extended below the anticipated
shaft tip elevation to determine the physical characteristics of rock within
the zone of foundation influence.
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•

In the case of embankments, the guidance provided in Table 1-13 for the depth of
exploration is the minimum recommended for any transportation facility, i.e., 2 times
the height of the embankment. The minimum guidance may not be the same as the
DOSI, which is a function of the geometry (crest width, height, configuration of side
slopes, and the base width) of the embankment. For the same height of embankment,
the DOSI increases as the base width of an embankment increases, and may vary
from 4 to 6 times the height of the embankment. This may be particularly critical
in cases where there are soft soils in the subsurface. Thus, for such situations, the
geotechnical specialist should use tools such as the FoSSA program or published
elastic solutions (Poulos and Davis, 1974) to determine the depth of exploration.

•

For situations where large-diameter rock-socketed shafts will be used or where drilled
shafts are being installed in karstic formations, it may be necessary to advance a
boring at the location of each shaft.

•

In a laterally homogeneous area, drilling or advancing a large number of borings may
be redundant, since each sample tested would exhibit similar strength and
compressibility properties.

•

In all cases, it is necessary to understand how the design and construction of the
geotechnical feature will affect the soil and/or rock mass in order to optimize the
exploration.

During exploration, each exploration point (e.g., drill hole or CPT sounding) should be
designated by a unique identification number to prevent duplication during subsequent
explorations. For example, it is not unusual to find projects where borehole numbering was
done by only single numbers so that the same designations were used during one or more
subsequent explorations. A suggested method to avoid duplication is to designate that all
bridge holes begin with the letter "B,” followed by the initials of the highway or river being
crossed and finally a sequential number. For example, the first boring for a structure on
Apple Freeway would be designated DH-BAF-1, where the DH means a “drill hole” where
SPTs were performed as opposed to CPT-BAF-1, where the CPT refers to the first CPT
sounding performed for a bridge structure on Apple Freeway.
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The geotechnical specialist should plot the proposed boring locations on a site topographic
map prior to initiation of drilling. Notes taken during the site visit should be reviewed before
boring locations are selected so that site access restrictions can be considered. Boring
locations should never be selected arbitrarily or randomly. Alternate boring locations should
be considered and a contingency plan should be developed in case a boring needs to be
relocated due to access restrictions or unexpected geologic conditions (e.g., locate a
replacement boring within a maximum of 15 ft (4.5 m) from the location of a boring that
could not be drilled at a particular location). Field personnel unfamiliar with the objectives
and rationale behind the planning of the site exploration should maintain contact with the
person in responsible charge of the field exploration during field activities and discuss issues
such as the relocation of a boring with that person. Arbitrary or random boring selection will
increase the chances of boring relocation, confusion, and wasted time in the field. Final
boring locations should be surveyed and recorded as part of the permanent project record.
Elevations and northing and easting should be provided for each boring.
1.14.1 Recommendations for Sampling Depth Intervals in Soils

It is difficult to establish a prescriptive drilling, sampling, and testing protocol that is
applicable to all sites. To be most effective the geotechnical specialist should:
(1) apply conventional guidelines with project-specific requirements and constraints;
(2) recognize the advantages and limitations of the available sampling devices and in-situ
testing methods.
Some general recommendations for minimum sampling depth intervals are as follows:
•

For preliminary screening, disturbed samples might be taken continuously in the
upper 10 ft (3 m), at 5 ft (1.5 m) intervals up to 100 ft (30 m), and possibly every
10 ft (3 m) at depths greater than 100 ft (30 m).

•

Disturbed samples should be taken at every abrupt change in stratum as indicated
by a noticeable change in the drilling pressure.

•

Where footings are to be placed on natural soil, continuous spoon samples are
recommended for a depth equal to 15 ft (4.5 m) or 1.5 times the width of the
footing, whichever is greater, as measured below the anticipated footing base
elevation.
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•

For characterization and assessment of design properties in fine-grained soils, a
minimum of one undisturbed sample should be taken in each stratum, with
additional samples taken at 10- to 20-ft (3 to 6 m) intervals with depth.

•

Undisturbed Shelby tube samples should be obtained at 5 ft (1.5 m) intervals in at
least one boring in cohesive soils. For cohesive deposits greater than 30 ft (9 m)
in depth, the tube sample interval can be increased to 10 ft (3 m). Undisturbed
samples may not need to be taken in each boring if the deposit is relatively
homogeneous within closely spaced borings.

These minimum guidelines and intervals may need to be increased depending upon the
project requirements and site geologic conditions. The sampling interval may need to be
increased when soil/rock conditions change frequently with depth; however, these changes
need to be considered in the context of the design. Therefore, ongoing communication
between field personnel and the office/design engineer is absolutely essential. Once the site
stratigraphy has been established, it may not be necessary to sample every time there is a
change in stratigraphy if the changes have no impact on design. For example, it may not be
necessary to sample alternating layers of coarse-grained deposits where settlement is of
concern, and for designs concerned with bearing capacity. Similarly, although samples
below the anticipated extent of the area influenced by the load may be reduced, samples
should be obtained in case the type of foundation changes between preliminary and final
design.
The sampling interval will vary between individual projects and regional geologies. If soils
are anticipated to be difficult to sample or trim in the laboratory due to defects (e.g., bent
tubes, improper handling, etc.), the frequency of sample collection should be greater than
average to offset the number of samples that may be unusable in the laboratory for
performance property evaluation (e.g., shear strength). When borings are widely spaced, it
may be appropriate to retrieve undisturbed samples in each boring. For closely spaced
borings or in deposits of lateral uniformity, undisturbed samples may be needed only in
select borings. If a thin clay seam is encountered during drilling and not sampled, the boring
may need to be offset and re-drilled to obtain a sample.
It is often quite helpful to combine in-situ soundings with conventional disturbed/undisturbed
sampling. For example, by performing CPT or CPTu soundings prior to conventional
drilling and sampling, it may be possible to target representative and/or critical areas where
samples can be obtained later. This concept was illustrated previously by the discussion
in Section 1.9.7 and Figure 1-30. The use of precursor soundings may reduce some of
the potential drilling redundancy in heterogeneous environments. Geophysical methods can
also
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be used to provide useful information on conditions between and even beyond boring
locations.
1.14.2 Recommendations for Sampling Depth Intervals in Rocks

For explorations for slopes and foundations within rock, it is important to consider structural
geology in addition to the information obtained as part of a rock-coring program. For
example, the orientation and characteristics of a clay-filled discontinuity are critical since
they can be used to judge whether a rock slope will be stable or unstable or whether a
structural foundation will undergo minor or significant settlement. A detailed structural
geologic assessment may provide enough information to limit the scope of a rock-coring
program significantly or even preclude such a program. For example, drilling and coring
may not be required where applied loads are significantly less than the bearing capacity of
the rock, where there is no possibility of sliding instability in a rock slope, or where there are
extensive rock outcrops from which information can be obtained to establish the subsurface
conditions confidently for design and constructability assessments (Wyllie, 1999).
1.14.3 Recommendations for Water Level Monitoring in Borings

The water level in each boring should be observed and the depth below the top of hole
recorded on the drill log with the date and time of the reading for each of the following
situations:
a) Water seepage or artesian pressure encountered during drilling. Artesian pressure
may be measured by extending drill casing above the ground until flow stops.
Report the pressure as the number of ft (m) of head above ground.
b) Water level at the end of each day and at completion of boring.
c) Water level 24 hours (minimum) after hole completion. Long term readings may
require installation of a perforated plastic tube before abandoning the hole.
A false indication of water level may be obtained when water is used in drilling and adequate
time is not permitted after the boring is completed for the water level to stabilize. In low
permeability soils, such as clays, more than one week may be required to obtain accurate
readings. Proper safety precautions should be taken if a hole is allowed to remain open for
such an extended period of time.
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1.15

GEOPHYSICAL TESTS

As indicated in Section 1.3, geophysical testing can be used as part of the initial site
exploration to provide supplementary information to data collected by other means (i.e.,
borings, test pits, geologic surveys, etc.). Geophysical testing can be used for establishing
stratification of subsurface materials, the profile of the top of bedrock, the depth to
groundwater, the boundaries of various types of soil deposits, the rippability of hard soil and
rock, and the presence and depth of voids, buried pipes, and existing foundations. Data from
geophysical testing should always be correlated with information from the direct methods of
exploration discussed previously.
1.15.1 Types of Geophysical Tests

There are a number of different types of geophysical in-situ tests that can be used to
obtain stratigraphic information from which engineering properties can be estimated.
Table 1-14 provides a summary of the various geophysical methods that are currently
available in U.S. practice. Further information on the procedures used for these
methods is provided in FHWA (2003). Additional general discussion regarding the
major test methods listed in Table 1-14 is presented below, with particular emphasis on
potential applications to highway engineering.
1. Seismic Methods:
These methods are becoming increasingly popular for
geotechnical engineering practice because they have the potential to provide data
regarding the compression and shear wave velocities of the subsurface materials. The
shear wave velocity is directly related to small-strain material stiffness, which, in
turn, is often correlated to compressive strength and soil/rock type. These techniques
are often used for assessing the vertical stiffness profile in a soil deposit and for
assessing the location at depth of the interface between soil and rock. Seismic
refraction method involves measurement of time of arrival of the initial ground
motion generated by the energy source while the seismic reflection method involves
measurement of the energy arrival after the initial ground motion.
2. Electrical Methods: These methods are usually used to locate voids or locally
distinct materials. With regards to highway applications, these procedures may be
used to assess the potential for karst activity along a planned transportation corridor,
or for locating large underground voids and/or specific underground anomalies such
as storage drums and/or tanks. Electrical methods provide qualitative information
only and are usually part of a two- or three-phased exploration program.
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Table 1-14
Geophysical testing techniques (modified after FHWA, 2002a)
Method
Basic Field Procedures
SEISMIC METHODS
Seismic
Impact load is applied to the ground surface.
Refraction
Seismic energy refracts off soil/rock layer
interfaces and the time of arrival is recorded
on the ground surface using several dozen
geophones positioned along a line or
performing repeated events using a single
geophone.
SpectralImpact load is applied to the ground surface.
Analysis-ofSurface waves propagate along ground surface
Surface-Waves
and are recorded on the ground surface with
(SASW)
two geophones positioned along a line.

ELECTRICAL METHODS
DC Resistivity
DC current is applied to the ground by
electrodes. Voltages are measured at different
points on the ground surface with other
electrodes positioned along a line.

Applications

• depth to bedrock
• does not work if stiffness decreases
with depth or if soft layer underlies stiff
• depth to water table
layer
• thickness and relative stiffness soil/rock
• works best when sharp stiffness
layers
discontinuity is present
• depth to bedrock
• measurement of shear wave velocity
• thickness and stiffness of surface
pavement layer
• qualitative indicator of cracking in
pavement

• resolution decreases significantly with
increasing depth
• accurate interpretation may require a
significant amount of expertise
• interpretation is difficult if a stiff layer
overlies a soft layer and soft layer
properties are desired

•
•
•
•
•

• slow; must install electrodes directly in
the ground
• resolution decreases significantly with
increasing depth
• resolution is difficult in highly
heterogeneous deposits

Electromagnetics Electrical coils are held over the ground.
Current passing through the coils induces a
magnetic field in the ground, which is
measured with receiver coils.

•
•
•
•

Ground
Electromagnetic energy is pulsed into the
Penetrating Radar ground. This energy reflects off boundaries
(GPR)
between different soil layers and is measured
at the ground surface.

•
•
•
•
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Limitations

depth to water table
inorganic groundwater contamination
groundwater salinity
soil layer thickness
delineation of certain vertical features
(e.g., sinkholes, contamination plumes,
waste trenches)
groundwater salinity
inorganic groundwater contamination
detection of buried metal objects
delineation of certain vertical features
(e.g., sinkholes, contamination plumes,
waste trenches)
depth to water table
identification of buried objects
thickness of pavement layers
void detection

• extra effort is required to characterize
depth of target
• resolution decreases significantly with
increasing depth
• not effective below the water table or in
clay
• depth of penetration is limited to about
30 ft (10 m)
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Table 1-14
Geophysical testing techniques (modified after FHWA, 2002a)
Method
Basic Field Procedures
GRAVITY AND MAGNETIC METHODS
Gravity
The Earth’s gravitational field is measured
at the ground surface.

Applications

Limitations

• identification of large subsurface
voids
• identification of large objects
possessing unusually high or low
densities

Magnetics

• identification of ferrous materials
• identification of soil/rock containing
large amounts of magnetic minerals

• results are non-unique (i.e. more than
one subsurface condition can give the
same result)
• primarily, large-scale reconnaissance
tool; applications in highway
engineering are limited
• results are non-unique (i.e. more than
one subsurface condition can give the
same results)
• primarily a large-scale reconnaissance
tool; applications in highway
engineering are limited

The Earth’s magnetic field is measured at
the ground surface.

NEAR-SURFACE NUCLEAR METHODS
Neutron Moisture Instrument is placed on the ground surface
Content
and neutrons are emitted into the ground.
Energy of returning neutrons is related to
the moisture content in the ground
(hydrogen atoms decrease the energy of the
neutrons detected at the sensor).
Gamma Density
Instrument is placed on the ground surface
and gamma radiation is emitted into the
ground. Returning gamma energy is a
function of material density (denser
materials absorb more gamma energy so
less is detected at the sensor)
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• estimate of water content in
compacted soil
• estimate of asphalt content in asphalt
concrete
• can be quantitative if properly
calibrated to site conditions
• estimate of density of soil or asphalt
concrete

• limited exploration depth (a few
inches)
• possible health and safety hazard if
operators not properly trained
• will detect hydrogen ion (i.e. gas, clay)
in non-water bearing stratum
• limited exploration depth (less than one
foot);
• exploration depth further limited to a
few inches if ground cannot be
penetrated
• possible health and safety hazard if
operators not properly trained
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Table 1-14 (continued)
Geophysical testing techniques (modified after FHWA, 2002a)
Method
Basic Field Procedures
BOREHOLE METHODS
Crosshole/
Energy sources and geophones are placed
Downhole
in boreholes and/or on ground surface;
interval travel times are converted into
seismic wave velocity as a function of
depth in the borehole.
Suspension
Logger

Field instrument is placed in a fluid-filled
borehole and used to measure P(compression) and S-(shear) wave
velocities in surrounding soil or rock.

Electrical Logging

Field instrument is placed in a borehole.
Electrical fields are directly applied or
electromagnetically induced into
surrounding soil or rock and electrical
resistivity is measured.

Nuclear Logging

Field instrument is placed in a borehole.
Surrounding soil or rock is irradiated with
neutrons particles and/or gamma energy.
Energy and neutrons returning to the
instrument are measured and related to rock
density, porosity and pore fluid type.
Field instrument is placed in a borehole;
naturally occurring electrical fields and
radiation levels are related to soil or rock
type.

Lithology
Logging
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Applications
• measurement of wave velocities for
seismic site response analysis
• depth to water table
• correlation of lithologic units with
surface seismic
• identification of thin layers at depth
• measurement of wave velocities for
seismic site response analysis
• correlation of lithologic units with
surface seismic
• identification of thin layers at depth
• estimate of soil/rock permeability or
porosity
• identification of inorganic
contaminant plumes or saltwater
intrusion
• identification of thin layers at depth
• estimate of soil/rock type, density,
porosity, and pore fluid density
• identification of thin layers at depth

• classification of soil or rock type
• identification of thin layers at depth

Limitations
• requires one or more boreholes and
significant support field equipment

• requires borehole and significant support
field equipment, which is expensive
• borehole must be fluid-filled
• requires borehole and significant support
field equipment, which is expensive
• generally cannot operate in a cased
borehole
• may require fluid-filled borehole
• results may be dependent upon drilling
mud salinity
• requires borehole and significant support
field equipment, which is expensive
• possible health and safety hazard if
operators are not properly trained
• requires borehole and significant support
field equipment, which is expensive
• may require fluid-filled borehole
• results are dependent upon site-specific
conditions and/or borehole fluid salinity
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3. Gravity and Magnetic Methods: These methods are similar to electrical methods,
except that they rely on correlations between the potential gravitational and/or
magnetic influence of voids and subsurface anomalies and measured differences in
the earth’s micro-gravitational and/or magnetic fields, rather than on changes in
electrical fields. These methods provide measurements at specific points unlike
seismic and electrical methods that provide measurements over large areas.
4. Near-surface nuclear methods: These methods have been used for several years for
compaction control of fills in the field. Through careful calibration, it is possible to
assess the moisture content and density of compacted soils reliably. These methods
have been widely adopted as reliable quantitative methods.
5.

Borehole Methods: Downhole geophysical methods provide reliable indications of
a wide range of soil properties. For example, downhole/crosshole methods provide
reliable measures of shear wave velocity. As indicated previously, shear wave
velocity is directly related to small-strain stiffness and is correlated to strength and
soil/rock type. Although downhole logging methods have seen little use in highway
construction, they have been the mainstay for deep geologic characterization in oil
exploration. The principal advantage of downhole logging is the ability to obtain
several different geophysical tests/indicators by “stringing” these tools together in a
deep borehole.

1.15.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of Geophysical Tests

As with the other methods of exploration, geophysical testing offers some advantages and
some disadvantages that should be considered before these techniques are recommended for
a specific application. These are summarized as follows:
1.15.2.1 Advantages of Geophysical Tests

1.

Many geophysical tests are non-invasive. Therefore such tests offer significant
benefits in cases where conventional drilling, testing, and sampling are difficult (e.g.,
deposits of gravel, talus deposits, etc.) or where potentially contaminated soils may
occur in the subsurface.

2.

In general, geophysical testing can cover a relatively large geographical area thereby
providing the opportunity to characterize large areas with relatively few tests.
Geophysical testing is particularly well-suited to projects that have large longitudinal
extent such as new highway construction.
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3.

Geophysical measurements are used to assess the properties of soil and rock at very
small strains, typically on the order of 0.001 percent, thereby providing information
on truly elastic properties.

4.

For the purpose of obtaining information on the subsurface, geophysical methods are
relatively inexpensive considering the large area over which they provide
information.

1.15.2.2 Disadvantages of Geophysical Tests

1.

Most methods work best for situations in which there is a large difference in the
property being measured between adjacent subsurface units. In seismic methods, it is
difficult to develop good stratigraphic profiling if the general stratigraphy consists of
hard material overlying soft material.

2.

Each geophysical method has limitations that may be associated with equipment,
signal noise, unfavorable site and subsurface conditions, and processing constraints.

3.

Results can be non-unique and are generally interpreted qualitatively. Therefore
useful results can be obtained only through analyses performed by a geotechnical
specialist experienced with the particular testing method.
Specialized and more electronically sophisticated equipment is required as compared
to the more conventional subsurface exploration tools.

4.

1.15.3 Examples of Uses of Geophysical Tests

The following are a few examples where geophysical testing could be used on highway
projects to compliment conventional exploration.
1.

Highly Variable Subsurface Conditions: In several geologic settings, the subsurface
conditions along a transportation corridor may be expected to be variable. This
variability could be from underlying karst development above limestone; alluvial
deposits, including buried terrace gravels, across a wide floodplain; buried boulders
in a talus slope, etc. For these cases, conventional exploration techniques may be
very difficult and if “refusal” is encountered at one depth, there is a strong likelihood
that different materials could underlie the region. Development of a preliminary
subsurface characterization profile by using geophysical testing could prove
advantageous in designing future focused explorations.
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2.

Regional Studies: Along a transportation corridor it may be necessary to assess the
depth to (and through) rippable rock or highly cemented caliche. Alternative
alignments may or may not be possible, but the cost implications may be significant.
Therefore, it is important to obtain a profile related to rock/soil stiffness.
Geophysical testing is a logical consideration for this application as a precursor to
invasive explorations.

3.

Settlement Sensitive Structures: The prior two examples related to cases where the
geophysical testing served as the front-end of a multi-phase project. In the case
where a settlement-sensitive structure is to be founded on deposits of sands,
knowledge of the in-situ modulus of the sand deposit is critical. After the
characteristics of the site are assessed, it may be helpful to quantify the deformation
modulus by the use of geophysical testing at the specific foundation site.

These examples demonstrate that geophysical testing can play a potentially important role in
the subsurface characterization of soils and rocks. As with the other investigative “tools”
described in this document, the particular selection of the appropriate technology is very
much a function of the site conditions and the goals of the characterization program.
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1. True or False. A review of available information prior to the field
reconnaissance will help establish what to look for at the site, so “If you do
not know what you should be looking for in a site investigation, you are
not likely to find much of value”.
•

True

•

False

•

2. Prior to developing an area concept for exploration, what must be
performed?
•

Geologic mapping

•

Identify the landform

•

Test borings

•

Site survey

•

3. What is the primary purpose of in-situ tests?
•

To verify the identified landform

•

To visually mark the landform for the initial site survey

•

To determine the soil’s engineering properties

•

To relieve negative soil pressure

•

4. Which continuous flight auger should be used for sands and soft soils?
•

Solid stem

•

Hollow stem

•

Either of these

•

Continuous flight augers should not be used for sands and soft soils

•

5. Which of the following boring methods should be used for rock
exploration?
•

Wash-type boring

•

Hollow stem auger boring

•

Rotary coring

•

Bucket auger boring
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6. Undisturbed sampling of soil provides a means to?
•

Evaluate stratigraphy by visual examination

•

Obtain soil specimens for laboratory index testing

•

Prepare specimens for consolidation and strength tests

•

All of the above

•

7. Which of the following soil samplers is the simplest device for
undistributed samples?
•

Stationary piston

•

Shelby tube

•

Hydraulic piston

•

Denison

•

8. True or False. Since the double core barrel isolates the rock from the
drilling fluid stream to yield better recovery, it is the minimum standard of
core barrel that should be used in practice when an intact core is required
for testing.
•

True

•

False

•

9. Which of the following will typically have a higher Rock Quality
Designation (RQD) than that of intact rock?
•

Weathered rock

•

Fractured rock

•

Jointed rock

•

None of the above

•

10. Which of the following is the most common in-situ test performed
worldwide?
•

Cone penetration test (CPT)

•

Pressuremeter test (PMT)

•

Standard penetration test (SPT)

•

Dilatometer test (DMT)
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11. Regardless of the impressive list of shortcomings, the SPT is not likely to
be abandoned for several reasons, which are?
•

The test is very economical in terms of cost per unit of information

•

The test results provides soil samples, which can be tested for index
properties and visually examined

•

Long service life of the enormous amount of equipment in use

•

All of the above

•

12. True or False. The cone penetration test (CPT) provides suitable soil
samples.
•

True

•

False

•

13. True or False. Performing the CPT before sampling in borings will permit
identification of the specific depths where disturbed and undisturbed
physical samples should be obtained for laboratory tests.
•

True

•

False

•

14. The water level in open borings should be measured when?
•

After any prolonged interruption in drilling

•

At the completion of each boring

•

At least 12 hours (preferably 24 hours) after completion of drilling

•

All of the above

•

15. A retaining wall 500 feet is length requires at a minimum how many
exploration points? (Reference Table 13)
•

One

•

Two

•

Three

•

Ten
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16. Regarding shallow foundations, the depth of exploration should be at least
to a depth where stress increase due to estimated footing load is less than
_____ of the applied stress at the base of the footing. (Reference Table 13)
•

10%

•

20%

•

50%

•

100%

•

17. As a general recommendation for minimum sampling depth intervals, for
preliminary screening, disturbed samples might be taken continuously in
the upper _____.
•

5 ft

•

10 ft

•

20 ft

•

100 ft

•

18. The water level in each of the borings should be observed and recorded for
which of the following?
•

Water seepage or artesian pressure encountered during drilling

•

Water level at the end of each day and at completion of boring

•

Water level 24 hours (minimum) after hole completion

•

All of the above

•

19. What is a limitation of using ground penetrating radar (GPR) for
geophysical testing?
•
•

Resolution decreases significantly with increasing depth

Does not work if stiffness decreases with depth or if soft layer underlies stiff
layer

•

Depth of penetration is limited to about 30ft

•

Slow; must install electrodes directly in the ground
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20. True or False. Geophysical testing is particularly well-suited to projects that
have large longitudinal extent such as new highway construction.
•

True

•

False
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